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a range of about 5 MHz with the ⇠12 Hz resolution, as
well as “fine” tuning using the piezoelectric element in a
range of about 8 kHz with the ⇠0.1 Hz resolution [7].

FIG. 1. The experimental setup for the DarkSRF experiment
consisting of two 1.3 GHz cavities.

Each of the cavities has been independently connected
by shielded microwave coaxial cables to the room temper-
ature signal generation and the measurement electronics.

Initially, both of the cavities have been measured at
2 K and 1.5 K in a liquid helium bath, using the stan-
dard SRF techniques [8] to obtain the fundamental mode
frequencies and intrinsic quality factors Q0, as well as the
input (Qin) and transmitted (Qt) antenna external qual-
ity factors.

Subsequently, both of the cavities have been powered
up by a single RF generator signal split into two routes.
Phase lock loop has been used to have the RF generator
follow the frequency of the emitter cavity and the tuner
mechanism has been applied to change the receiver cav-
ity frequency until it is resonantly excited by the same
signal as emitter. Since the radiation pressure on the cav-
ity walls changes the cavity frequency, this procedure for
frequency matching has been performed for each emitter
cavity stored energy used for the dark photon search.

After frequency matching, the cable connecting the
generator to the receiver cavity has been disconnected
and the measurement of the transmitted power from the
emitter cavity has been performed using spectrum ana-
lyzer centered around resonance frequency. The data has
been acquired for 30 minutes in each run.

Two data acquisitions runs performed, one at a higher
accelerating field level Eacc = 40 MV/m in the emitter

cavity (“high power” run), and one at a somewhat lower
- Eacc = 6 MV/m (“medium power” run). For the high
power case the detection sensitivity has been limited by
the residual cross-talk, whereas for the medium power
run the sensitivity has been limited by the thermal pho-
ton leakage from the input line on the receiver cavity.
CALCULATION PROCEDURE FOR THE EXCLU-

SION PLOT

FIG. 2. The new exclusion limit for the dark photon.

CONCLUSIONS

Our experiment constructed based on the high quality
factor SRF niobium cavities and utilizing the accelerator
technology for high precision frequency tuning allowed
to extend the exclusion boundary for the existence of
dark photons by several orders of magnitude in the broad
range of rest masses and coupling constants.
Future improvements involve further suppression of the

cross-talk at higher emitter cavity powers, as well as per-
forming the experiment with the receiver cavity at mil-
likelvin temperatures inside the dilution refrigerator cou-
pled with the quantum limited amplifier.
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Particle physics was always inherently quantum. Duh.  

A new field of Quantum physics is rapidly emerging, QIS. 

The interface is still (too) small -

Particle - Quantum Interface
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FIG. 3. The quantum circuit U1 implementing the gauge kinetic term and the fermion mass term is shown in the left panel. In
the right panel, two equivalent quantum circuits implementing the fermion hopping term appearing in U2 and U3 are shown.
These two circuits have di�erent qubit connectivities and are used in conjunction to provide e�cient mappings between logical
and physical qubits as described in the main text.

NISQ-era computers, however, have nonlinear qubit lay-
outs [103–106]. On these devices, the number of lattice
sites that can be simulated using the hopping-term circuit
layout Ufh,1 is limited by the longest linear graph, and
the resulting e�ciency loss can be substantial. For ex-
ample, on the machines ibmq jakarta and ibm nairobi
(see Fig. 2 a), with the standard qubit layout Ufh,1 only
3 out of 7 qubits would usable, thereby wasting over 60%
of the available resources.

To address this limitation, we employed circuit iden-
tities to derive from the standard circuit Ufh,1 a new
circuit Ufh,2 in which the gauge and anti-fermion fields
are coupled via a central fermion. Using both fermion
hopping-term circuits together allows us to employ all 7
quibits on ibmq jakarta and ibm nairobi in our quan-
tum simulations. Further, these two circuits form a basis
for e�cient 1+1d Z2 simulations using all qubits on any
quantum device with heavy-polygon topology.3 To illus-
trate how Ufh,1 and Ufh,2 can be e�ectively combined,
Fig. 4 shows an example circuit mapping of 1+1d Z2 LGT
with 5 spatial points onto a 22-qubit heavy-square device.
This is the maximum possible e�ciency since simulating
this system with Nx spatial points requires 4Nx ≠1 qubits
as discussed above.

II.3. Simulation Prescription

Correlation functions describing the real-time evolution
of a quantum state of interest |„Í © „† |0Í and subsequent
interaction with a Hermitian4 operator O are generically

3 An N -sided heavy polygon has qubits on both the N edges and
the N vertices.

4 Computing the expectation value of non-Hermitian operators is
possible but requires multiple circuits and ancilla qubits as in e.g.
the Hadamard test (see Sec. 2.4.3 of Ref [107]).
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FIG. 4. Example mapping of 1+1d Z2 which tessellates heavy-
square qubit connectivity layouts relevant for ibm nairobi
and ibmq jakarta. Solid (dashed) lines indicate Ufh,1 (Ufh,2)
gates are used to implement fermion hopping terms involving
a given pair of lattice sites and grayed qubits denote ones
unnecessary for even numbers of lattice sites. This is the
fewest number of idle qubits possible for this graph.

of the form

C(t) = È„|U†(t)OU(t)|„Í = È0|„ U†(t)OU(t) „†|0Í. (8)

By inserting complete sets of energy eigenstates, it is
straightforward to show that C(t) has the spectral repre-
sentation

C(t) =
ÿ

n,m

È„| EmÍ ÈEn| „Í Èm| O |nÍ e≠i(En≠Em)t. (9)

Measurements of |C(t)|2 from quantum simulations can
be fit to this oscillatory form in order to extract energy
di�erences En ≠ Em.

Because we do not explicitly project to the gauge-
invariant sector of Hilbert space during time evolution, our
simulations must start with gauge-invariant initial states
in order to construct gauge-invariant correlation functions.
Here we choose our initial state to be a linear superpo-
sition of two gauge-invariant states: the non-interacting
vacuum state |�Í and a state |P Í that is expected to have
significant overlap with excited states such as electron-
positron bound states. Explicitly, the states |�(Ns)Í and



At SQMS and in the new quantum sensing area we are bridging the divide! 

As in intro to this day of quantum sensing for fundamental physics: 

Talk about quantum devices in HEP language. 

Talk about BSM models in a QIS language. 

Overview
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The instant recipe for particle physics:
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HEP - Quantum Fields in a Big Universe

+ Gravity + 

                            


|ψ(x)〉= ψ(x) |Ω〉
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QFT in a big Universe.  

A continuum of interacting oscillators. All frequencies.
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Figure1:AschematicsketchofthecolinearconfigurationoftheSPDCprocess(top)andthe
darkSPDCprocess(bottom).ThefrequencyofthesignalphotonindSPDCwilldifferfromthe
standardcaseduetothedifferentdispersionrelationsoftheproduceddarkstateascomparedto
theidlerphoton.Theratesfortheseprocessesgrowwiththecrystallengths.

oflongrangeinteractions.Sincebyassumptionsuchparticlesinteractwithlight,opticalsystems
arenaturalarenastosearchthem.

Searchingforaxionsanddarkphotonsinthelabrequirestheproductionofthesestates,aswell
asawaytodiscernthattheproductiontookplace.Thecanonicalmethodforthisisalight-shining
through-wall(LSW)setup.Intheseexperimentsalargenumberofphotonsareproducedandkept
ononesideofanopaquebarrier,orwall.Foraxionsearchesalargemagneticfieldisappliedon
bothsidesofthewall.Adetectorontheothersideofthebarriersearchesforphotonsthat“shined”
throughthewall,byconvertingtoanaxionononesideofthebarrierandconvertedbackonthe
other.Theprobabilityforeachconversionscalesastheaxion-photoncouplingsquared,givinga
totalsignalratescalinglikethesmallcouplingraisedtothe4thpower.Asimilarsetupwithout
themagneticfieldcanbeusedtosearchfordarkphotons.Severalpastandongoingexperiments
fallunderthiscatergory,includingALPS[6],OSQAR[7],APLS2[8]intheopticalregime,and
CROWS[9]andDarkSRF[10,11]inthemicrowave.TheCASTexperiment,whichsearchesfor
x-raysoriginatingfromthesolarcoreissimilartoaLSWexperimentinthatdarkparticlesallow
photonstoarrivefromanenclosedarea(theSolarcore)toadetector.Itthushasasimilarsignal
scalingof(coupling)4.Anotableandinterestingexceptionaresearchesforvacuumbirefringence,
inonelooksfordifferencesinthedispersionoflightwithdifferentpolarizations,suchasinthe
PVLASexperiment.Suchaneffectcanariseduetoanaxiondegreeoffreedom,andbecauseit
probestheforwardamplitude,itscalesas(coupling)2.

Inarecentpaperweproposedanewsearchstrategyforaxionsordarkphotons.InDark
SpontaneousParametricDownConversion(dSPDC)[12]anAxionoradarkphotonisproduced
byanincominglaserinassociationwithasignalphoton.Thenewdarkstategoesundetected,
butitspresencecanbeheraldedbythemeasurementofthesignalphoton.Thefrequency,an-
gulardirection,andpolarizationofthesignalmayallowtodistinguishthedSPDCsignalfrom
backgrounds.ThedSPDSprocessisinspiredandsharesmanyfeatureswiththereguylarSPDC
processinwhichapumpphotondownconvertsintoasignalphotonandanaccompanying.

InthisworkwewillfurtherexplorethedSPDCprocessinopticalwaveguides.Indeed,waveg-
uidesaresomeofthebrightestsourcesofSPDCphotonpairsthankstotheconfinementofthe
opticalmodestoatightregionandalongthefulllengthoftheconversionregion.Asketchof
waveguidedSPDCanddSPDCisshownisFigure1.Apumplasertraversesawaveguideoflength
Landundergoesdown-conversion(ordecay)intoasignalphotonandanidler,whichisanother
photonforSPDCoradarkparticlefordSPDC.Thisprocessiskinematicallyforbiddeninvacuum,
asamasslessphotoncannotdecayintoanothermasslessparticleamassiveparticlewhileconserv-
ingenergyandmomentum.Howeverinanopticalmediumenergyandmomentumconservation
isrepresentedbyphasematchingconditionswhichcanbesatisfiedinwiththerightdispersion
relation.

Thispaperisstructredasfollows...
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Figure1:AschematicsketchofthecolinearconfigurationoftheSPDCprocess(top)andthe
darkSPDCprocess(bottom).ThefrequencyofthesignalphotonindSPDCwilldifferfromthe
standardcaseduetothedifferentdispersionrelationsoftheproduceddarkstateascomparedto
theidlerphoton.Theratesfortheseprocessesgrowwiththecrystallengths.

oflongrangeinteractions.Sincebyassumptionsuchparticlesinteractwithlight,opticalsystems
arenaturalarenastosearchthem.

Searchingforaxionsanddarkphotonsinthelabrequirestheproductionofthesestates,aswell
asawaytodiscernthattheproductiontookplace.Thecanonicalmethodforthisisalight-shining
through-wall(LSW)setup.Intheseexperimentsalargenumberofphotonsareproducedandkept
ononesideofanopaquebarrier,orwall.Foraxionsearchesalargemagneticfieldisappliedon
bothsidesofthewall.Adetectorontheothersideofthebarriersearchesforphotonsthat“shined”
throughthewall,byconvertingtoanaxionononesideofthebarrierandconvertedbackonthe
other.Theprobabilityforeachconversionscalesastheaxion-photoncouplingsquared,givinga
totalsignalratescalinglikethesmallcouplingraisedtothe4thpower.Asimilarsetupwithout
themagneticfieldcanbeusedtosearchfordarkphotons.Severalpastandongoingexperiments
fallunderthiscatergory,includingALPS[6],OSQAR[7],APLS2[8]intheopticalregime,and
CROWS[9]andDarkSRF[10,11]inthemicrowave.TheCASTexperiment,whichsearchesfor
x-raysoriginatingfromthesolarcoreissimilartoaLSWexperimentinthatdarkparticlesallow
photonstoarrivefromanenclosedarea(theSolarcore)toadetector.Itthushasasimilarsignal
scalingof(coupling)4.Anotableandinterestingexceptionaresearchesforvacuumbirefringence,
inonelooksfordifferencesinthedispersionoflightwithdifferentpolarizations,suchasinthe
PVLASexperiment.Suchaneffectcanariseduetoanaxiondegreeoffreedom,andbecauseit
probestheforwardamplitude,itscalesas(coupling)2.

Inarecentpaperweproposedanewsearchstrategyforaxionsordarkphotons.InDark
SpontaneousParametricDownConversion(dSPDC)[12]anAxionoradarkphotonisproduced
byanincominglaserinassociationwithasignalphoton.Thenewdarkstategoesundetected,
butitspresencecanbeheraldedbythemeasurementofthesignalphoton.Thefrequency,an-
gulardirection,andpolarizationofthesignalmayallowtodistinguishthedSPDCsignalfrom
backgrounds.ThedSPDSprocessisinspiredandsharesmanyfeatureswiththereguylarSPDC
processinwhichapumpphotondownconvertsintoasignalphotonandanaccompanying.

InthisworkwewillfurtherexplorethedSPDCprocessinopticalwaveguides.Indeed,waveg-
uidesaresomeofthebrightestsourcesofSPDCphotonpairsthankstotheconfinementofthe
opticalmodestoatightregionandalongthefulllengthoftheconversionregion.Asketchof
waveguidedSPDCanddSPDCisshownisFigure1.Apumplasertraversesawaveguideoflength
Landundergoesdown-conversion(ordecay)intoasignalphotonandanidler,whichisanother
photonforSPDCoradarkparticlefordSPDC.Thisprocessiskinematicallyforbiddeninvacuum,
asamasslessphotoncannotdecayintoanothermasslessparticleamassiveparticlewhileconserv-
ingenergyandmomentum.Howeverinanopticalmediumenergyandmomentumconservation
isrepresentedbyphasematchingconditionswhichcanbesatisfiedinwiththerightdispersion
relation.

Thispaperisstructredasfollows...
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Figure1:AschematicsketchofthecolinearconfigurationoftheSPDCprocess(top)andthe
darkSPDCprocess(bottom).ThefrequencyofthesignalphotonindSPDCwilldifferfromthe
standardcaseduetothedifferentdispersionrelationsoftheproduceddarkstateascomparedto
theidlerphoton.Theratesfortheseprocessesgrowwiththecrystallengths.

oflongrangeinteractions.Sincebyassumptionsuchparticlesinteractwithlight,opticalsystems
arenaturalarenastosearchthem.

Searchingforaxionsanddarkphotonsinthelabrequirestheproductionofthesestates,aswell
asawaytodiscernthattheproductiontookplace.Thecanonicalmethodforthisisalight-shining
through-wall(LSW)setup.Intheseexperimentsalargenumberofphotonsareproducedandkept
ononesideofanopaquebarrier,orwall.Foraxionsearchesalargemagneticfieldisappliedon
bothsidesofthewall.Adetectorontheothersideofthebarriersearchesforphotonsthat“shined”
throughthewall,byconvertingtoanaxionononesideofthebarrierandconvertedbackonthe
other.Theprobabilityforeachconversionscalesastheaxion-photoncouplingsquared,givinga
totalsignalratescalinglikethesmallcouplingraisedtothe4thpower.Asimilarsetupwithout
themagneticfieldcanbeusedtosearchfordarkphotons.Severalpastandongoingexperiments
fallunderthiscatergory,includingALPS[6],OSQAR[7],APLS2[8]intheopticalregime,and
CROWS[9]andDarkSRF[10,11]inthemicrowave.TheCASTexperiment,whichsearchesfor
x-raysoriginatingfromthesolarcoreissimilartoaLSWexperimentinthatdarkparticlesallow
photonstoarrivefromanenclosedarea(theSolarcore)toadetector.Itthushasasimilarsignal
scalingof(coupling)4.Anotableandinterestingexceptionaresearchesforvacuumbirefringence,
inonelooksfordifferencesinthedispersionoflightwithdifferentpolarizations,suchasinthe
PVLASexperiment.Suchaneffectcanariseduetoanaxiondegreeoffreedom,andbecauseit
probestheforwardamplitude,itscalesas(coupling)2.

Inarecentpaperweproposedanewsearchstrategyforaxionsordarkphotons.InDark
SpontaneousParametricDownConversion(dSPDC)[12]anAxionoradarkphotonisproduced
byanincominglaserinassociationwithasignalphoton.Thenewdarkstategoesundetected,
butitspresencecanbeheraldedbythemeasurementofthesignalphoton.Thefrequency,an-
gulardirection,andpolarizationofthesignalmayallowtodistinguishthedSPDCsignalfrom
backgrounds.ThedSPDSprocessisinspiredandsharesmanyfeatureswiththereguylarSPDC
processinwhichapumpphotondownconvertsintoasignalphotonandanaccompanying.

InthisworkwewillfurtherexplorethedSPDCprocessinopticalwaveguides.Indeed,waveg-
uidesaresomeofthebrightestsourcesofSPDCphotonpairsthankstotheconfinementofthe
opticalmodestoatightregionandalongthefulllengthoftheconversionregion.Asketchof
waveguidedSPDCanddSPDCisshownisFigure1.Apumplasertraversesawaveguideoflength
Landundergoesdown-conversion(ordecay)intoasignalphotonandanidler,whichisanother
photonforSPDCoradarkparticlefordSPDC.Thisprocessiskinematicallyforbiddeninvacuum,
asamasslessphotoncannotdecayintoanothermasslessparticleamassiveparticlewhileconserv-
ingenergyandmomentum.Howeverinanopticalmediumenergyandmomentumconservation
isrepresentedbyphasematchingconditionswhichcanbesatisfiedinwiththerightdispersion
relation.

Thispaperisstructredasfollows...
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At the heart of QFT is a mode expansion. We get to pick the modes. 
Something like -

Quantum Fields
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Just a Fourier decomposition of a function in an infinite space-time. 
BUT, the coefficients of every mode are creation/annihilation operators.

Particle wave duality, [a,at]=1, and all that. 

(This is sometimes called “second” quantization)



Quantum Fields in Small Devices
In this big Universe, fields sometimes get localized 
to a finite regions. Either “naturally” or in a lab.
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Quantum Fields in Small Devices
In this big Universe, fields sometimes get localized 
to a finite regions. Either “naturally” or in a lab.
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Only a discretum satisfies 
boundary conditions.
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Consider the low energy EFT of the discretum. Often in terms of a, at 

In these EFTs, modes separate from the continuum, Quantum Mechanics shines:

Quantum Fields in Small Devices

Atoms Artificial Atoms 
(particle in trap)

Optical 
waveguide

Superconducting 
circuits

Electromagnetic 
Cavities

Single Particle Qubit

21

The most precise theory-experiment comparison in physics:

SQMS joined the effort, contributed to understanding loss sources.

Electron magnetic moment (g-2)e:  
The quantum state of a single electron in a 
trap is monitored via a QND measurement.

SQMS bonus: We also found that a single-
electron qubit is a sensitive DM search in a 
challenging frequency range!
Theory + proof-of-concept!                                 

Phys. Rev. Lett. 130, 071801 (2023)
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Defects



As an aside: interesting quantum effects sometimes happen even without boundary 
conditions 

New phases, gaps, … : 

Superconductors 

Superfluids 

Semiconductors 

Semi-metals 

…

New phases



Cavities: Light in a box. A discretum of states. 

Separation from the continuum is parametrized by Q.

Cavities & Circuits

Q ~ 1010 is now routine. (Thank you accelerators!)

LC Circuits: periodic current/quantized flux. 

Control frequency with L & C. 

Both are harmonic. Equally spaced levels.       Hmode = ħω(ata + ½) 



Like any EFT, in a quantum device there is a UV cutoff. 

We can add higher dim operators, e.g. making L a function of ata.   

Nonlinear Devices

H = ħω(ata + ½) + κ(ata)2 

Level spacing is nonuniform. 

This allows for control of individual 
levels of a given mode!



Optics is the low energy  EFT of light in matter. 

We can control the dispersion relation:   k = nω. 
Useful for localization. 

A waveguide admits a 1D EFT w/ modes quantized 
in transverse direction. 

Transverse wave function affects longitudinal 
dispersion relation (a la KK modes!)

Optical Devices

 Linear Optics:     H = E2 + B2 = Σ ħω(ata + ½) 
“Integrated photonics”



Nonlinear devices
Like any EFT, in a quantum device there is a UV cutoff. 

We can add higher dim operators. For example, in optics

2 Two More Introductions

The dSPDC process is a nonlinear optics effect which shares many features with a decay in particle
physics. The notion that a photon would decay, and more so to a massive particle, may seem foreign
to a particle physicist. An optics person may be unfamiliar with the notion of a dark particle, such
as an axion or dark photon. To set the stage we thus present two introductions of the relevant
concepts.

2.1 Optics and Nonlinear Optics through a Particle Physics Lens
Optics is the effective field theory (EFT) of light traveling in a medium. Optical light is in frequency
regime set by, say, an atomic or molecular excitation in a laser. In this regime, the wavelength of
light is around the micron scale and is much longer than the characteristic inter atomic distance
of an angstrom,

�light � aBohr . (1)

Parametrically, this hierarchy of length scales exists because typical atomic binding energies are set
by ↵

2
me, while the Bohr radius by ↵me. As a result, though the amplitude for forward scattering off

of a single atom is small, a coherent interaction with a multitude of atoms can have a large (order
one) effect. Rather than describing the interaction of light with atoms, the hierarchy of length
scales allows to write a macroscopic effective theory of light interacting with the spatially averaged
atomic quantities namely the polarization and magnetization densities (e.g. [13]). In addition to
the simplification of the description from microphysical to to macroscopic (and hence less) degrees
of freedom, this allows to use a multipole expansion of the charge and current densities, in which
polarization P and magnetization M are just the leading terms in a derivative expansion.

We focus here on the limit of non-absorptive media, where the frequency of light is lower than
the typical atomic energy levels in the crystal. The on-shell atomic degrees of freedom may be
integrated out in this effective theory and the medium effects manifest themselves in modified
dispersion relations

! =
|~k|

n
, (2)

where we set the speed of light to unity and n is the index of refraction. An index of refraction
that is different than 1 changes the relationship of energy and momentum for on-shell photons
and thus can change the kinematics of any process with photons in the initial or final state.
Indices of refraction can depend on frequency (as in dispersive media) and on polarization (as in
birefringence) and thus can be different for initial and final state photons in the same medium.
An analogy to flavor physics is in order. In an EFT of a birefringent medium, for example, two
photons of different polarizations can be thought of as completely different particles not unlike a
particle physicist thinks of the electron and the muon. They are orthogonal degrees of freedom
and have different dispersion relations. The different dispersion allows for the decay of one into
the other (in association with other fields) while conserving energy and momentum. In optics the
requirement for energy and momentum to be conserved, including the effects of refraction, are
known as phase matching conditions and will be discussed in the next section.

From the EFT perspective, to further borrow terms from the lexicon of particle physics, an
index of refraction appear at the renormalizable level of the EFT and hence are the dominant effect
in optics. The conversion, or decay, of a photon can proceed through a nonlinear interaction. This
appears beyond lowest order in powers of the inverse cutoff as higher dimensional operators to
the optical EFT. In nonlinear optics the anharmonic response of the material induces such higher
dimensional operators (see e.g. [14, 15]). For example, at dimension six we can write1

HSPDC =

Z

crystal
d
3
~x

⇣
�

(2)
jklEjEkEl

⌘
, (3)

where we have used an index notation for the electric field Ej ⌘ ~E to more easily represent the
contraction with the second order susceptibility tensor �

(2)
jkl in the nonlinear optics crystal. We

note that Equation (3) violates both charge conjugation (Furry’s theorem in particle parlance) and
spatial parity. Charge conjugation is broken by virtue of the optical crystal being made of matter,

1We labeled this Hamiltonian as SPDC because that is how it is used in this work. This interaction, however
can lead to many other phenomena, such as sum and difference frequency generation, frequency doubling, etc.

3

and not anti-matter. Parity implies that the �
(2) interaction can be sizable only in crystals that

are not mirror symmetric. One can go further in the EFT expansion to dimension eight and write
the Hamiltonian for four-wave mixing

H4-wave =

Z

crystal
d
3
~x

⇣
�

(3)
jklEjEkElEm

⌘
, (4)

with �
(3) a tensor representing the third order susceptibility. As opposed to �

(2), four-wave mixing
is not forbidden by parity or charge conjugation.

The size of the higher order susceptibilities can be estimated by a naive dimensional analysis
argument. Given that the origin of the higher order terms are the background atoms in the crystal,
each of the Hamiltonian terms, equations (3) and (4) will be as important as that of the preceding
order when the electric field is of order the typical electric field in an atom Eatom ⇠ e/4⇡a

2
0, where

a0 = 1/↵me is the Bohr radius. Here it was assumed that the atoms are tightly packed, as in a
solid or a liquid. This leads to susceptibilities of order

�
(2)

⇠

p
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↵5/2m2
e

(5)

�
(3)

⇠
4⇡

↵5m4
e

(6)

which is a reasonable order-of-magnitude estimate for many materials. It is interesting to compare
the size of these effective interactions to the corresponding effects in vacuum. Since QED preserves
parity and charge conjugation, there is no three-photon vertex in vacuum. However, integrating
out the electron in QED leads to the Euler-Heisenberg interaction, an effective four photon vertex
The coefficient of the E

4 the coefficient of which is 2↵
2
/45m

4
e, many orders of magnitude smaller

than equation (6).
SPDC, which is sketched in the colinear configuration at the top of Figure 1, is the decay process

mediated by the interaction in Equation (3). A pump photon converts to a final state of a signal and
an idler photon. It is made kinematically possible by the non-trivial indices of refraction, namely
when phase matching can be achieved. The susceptibility tensor, and the indices of refraction for
pump, signal and idler photons determine the differential and total rates of di-photon production.
The fully differential rate includes correlations among the energy, momenta, and polarizations of
the photon pairs.

2.2 Axions and Dark Photons through an Optics Lens
In this work we consider two extensions of the standard model that can be probed with the dSPDC
process, axion-like particles and dark photons. Both axions and dark photons are extensions of the
standard model with light particles that interact with photons and thus can take part in optical
phenomena. Since we will often be treating both these cases together, we will collectively call
the axion or dark photon a dark particle, represented by '. In discussions and equations that
apply just to the axions or just dark photons we will use �a for the axion field or A

0
µ for the dark

photon vector field (or primes in general for the dark electric or magnetic fields). For both cases '

interacts with matter extremely weakly and thus has an effective index of refraction of one in the
case in which the new particle is nearly massless (much lighter than the typical optical frequency).
Including the mass, the axion or dark photon dispersion relation is that of a regular free relativistic
massive particle

!
2
' = k

2
' + m

2
' . (7)

The two models, however differ in the way in which the dark particle interacts with photons, one
being a linear extension of optics and the other nonlinear. We discuss the two models in turn:

The axion - a nonlinear extension of optics: The axion, or axion-like particle (we will use
the two terms interchangeably), is a light pseuodscalar field �a

2. Its interaction with photons are
described by the Hamiltonian (for a review see [16])

Haxion =

Z

crystal
d
3
~x

⇣
ga� �a

~E · ~B

⌘
. (8)

2Since creation and annihilation operators are about to make an appearance, we will be calling the axion field
�a instead of the traditional a.
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Nonlinear devices
Like any EFT, in a quantum device there is a UV cutoff. 

We can add higher dim operators. For example, in optics
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The dSPDC process is a nonlinear optics effect which shares many features with a decay in particle
physics. The notion that a photon would decay, and more so to a massive particle, may seem foreign
to a particle physicist. An optics person may be unfamiliar with the notion of a dark particle, such
as an axion or dark photon. To set the stage we thus present two introductions of the relevant
concepts.

2.1 Optics and Nonlinear Optics through a Particle Physics Lens
Optics is the effective field theory (EFT) of light traveling in a medium. Optical light is in frequency
regime set by, say, an atomic or molecular excitation in a laser. In this regime, the wavelength of
light is around the micron scale and is much longer than the characteristic inter atomic distance
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of a single atom is small, a coherent interaction with a multitude of atoms can have a large (order
one) effect. Rather than describing the interaction of light with atoms, the hierarchy of length
scales allows to write a macroscopic effective theory of light interacting with the spatially averaged
atomic quantities namely the polarization and magnetization densities (e.g. [13]). In addition to
the simplification of the description from microphysical to to macroscopic (and hence less) degrees
of freedom, this allows to use a multipole expansion of the charge and current densities, in which
polarization P and magnetization M are just the leading terms in a derivative expansion.

We focus here on the limit of non-absorptive media, where the frequency of light is lower than
the typical atomic energy levels in the crystal. The on-shell atomic degrees of freedom may be
integrated out in this effective theory and the medium effects manifest themselves in modified
dispersion relations
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where we set the speed of light to unity and n is the index of refraction. An index of refraction
that is different than 1 changes the relationship of energy and momentum for on-shell photons
and thus can change the kinematics of any process with photons in the initial or final state.
Indices of refraction can depend on frequency (as in dispersive media) and on polarization (as in
birefringence) and thus can be different for initial and final state photons in the same medium.
An analogy to flavor physics is in order. In an EFT of a birefringent medium, for example, two
photons of different polarizations can be thought of as completely different particles not unlike a
particle physicist thinks of the electron and the muon. They are orthogonal degrees of freedom
and have different dispersion relations. The different dispersion allows for the decay of one into
the other (in association with other fields) while conserving energy and momentum. In optics the
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the optical EFT. In nonlinear optics the anharmonic response of the material induces such higher
dimensional operators (see e.g. [14, 15]). For example, at dimension six we can write1
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⌘
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where we have used an index notation for the electric field Ej ⌘ ~E to more easily represent the
contraction with the second order susceptibility tensor �

(2)
jkl in the nonlinear optics crystal. We

note that Equation (3) violates both charge conjugation (Furry’s theorem in particle parlance) and
spatial parity. Charge conjugation is broken by virtue of the optical crystal being made of matter,

1We labeled this Hamiltonian as SPDC because that is how it is used in this work. This interaction, however
can lead to many other phenomena, such as sum and difference frequency generation, frequency doubling, etc.
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and not anti-matter. Parity implies that the �
(2) interaction can be sizable only in crystals that

are not mirror symmetric. One can go further in the EFT expansion to dimension eight and write
the Hamiltonian for four-wave mixing
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with �
(3) a tensor representing the third order susceptibility. As opposed to �

(2), four-wave mixing
is not forbidden by parity or charge conjugation.

The size of the higher order susceptibilities can be estimated by a naive dimensional analysis
argument. Given that the origin of the higher order terms are the background atoms in the crystal,
each of the Hamiltonian terms, equations (3) and (4) will be as important as that of the preceding
order when the electric field is of order the typical electric field in an atom Eatom ⇠ e/4⇡a

2
0, where

a0 = 1/↵me is the Bohr radius. Here it was assumed that the atoms are tightly packed, as in a
solid or a liquid. This leads to susceptibilities of order
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which is a reasonable order-of-magnitude estimate for many materials. It is interesting to compare
the size of these effective interactions to the corresponding effects in vacuum. Since QED preserves
parity and charge conjugation, there is no three-photon vertex in vacuum. However, integrating
out the electron in QED leads to the Euler-Heisenberg interaction, an effective four photon vertex
The coefficient of the E

4 the coefficient of which is 2↵
2
/45m

4
e, many orders of magnitude smaller

than equation (6).
SPDC, which is sketched in the colinear configuration at the top of Figure 1, is the decay process

mediated by the interaction in Equation (3). A pump photon converts to a final state of a signal and
an idler photon. It is made kinematically possible by the non-trivial indices of refraction, namely
when phase matching can be achieved. The susceptibility tensor, and the indices of refraction for
pump, signal and idler photons determine the differential and total rates of di-photon production.
The fully differential rate includes correlations among the energy, momenta, and polarizations of
the photon pairs.

2.2 Axions and Dark Photons through an Optics Lens
In this work we consider two extensions of the standard model that can be probed with the dSPDC
process, axion-like particles and dark photons. Both axions and dark photons are extensions of the
standard model with light particles that interact with photons and thus can take part in optical
phenomena. Since we will often be treating both these cases together, we will collectively call
the axion or dark photon a dark particle, represented by '. In discussions and equations that
apply just to the axions or just dark photons we will use �a for the axion field or A

0
µ for the dark

photon vector field (or primes in general for the dark electric or magnetic fields). For both cases '

interacts with matter extremely weakly and thus has an effective index of refraction of one in the
case in which the new particle is nearly massless (much lighter than the typical optical frequency).
Including the mass, the axion or dark photon dispersion relation is that of a regular free relativistic
massive particle
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2
' . (7)

The two models, however differ in the way in which the dark particle interacts with photons, one
being a linear extension of optics and the other nonlinear. We discuss the two models in turn:

The axion - a nonlinear extension of optics: The axion, or axion-like particle (we will use
the two terms interchangeably), is a light pseuodscalar field �a

2. Its interaction with photons are
described by the Hamiltonian (for a review see [16])

Haxion =
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⌘
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2Since creation and annihilation operators are about to make an appearance, we will be calling the axion field
�a instead of the traditional a.
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Estimate χ’s in naive dimensional analysis:

When the field is set to that in an atom, we set (Dim-4 ~ Dim-6 ~ Dim-8):

(by comparison, in vacuum               ) 
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etc
Many interesting “device EFTs”: 

Phonons 
Magnons 

Atoms (trapped or free) 
Ions 

Mechanical modes 
Modes of electron/ion in a trap 

Cooper pairs



The isolation of modes, and the ability to control them enables feeble 
effects to lead to dramatic consequences:

Quantum Sensing

Appearance of mode occupation (Haloscope, light shining though wall, phonon detection) 

Removal of mode occupation (e.g. TES, Nanowires: SC to normal) 

Time evolution of ultra sensitive states (Atomic clocks, squeezed states, spin precession, photon 
counting, entangled qubit states, etc)
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We have thus reduced axion detection to a model
of displacement sensing with a sensor network, a
topic generally studied in the field of DQS [39, 44],
where continuous-variable multi-partite entanglement—
generated by passing a single-mode squeezed-vacuum
through a linear network—plays an crucial role. Uti-
lizing techniques from Distributed Quantum Sensing
(DQS) [39, 44], we consider the situation depicted in
Fig. 4, where a squeezed-vacuum state is distributed to
M local sensor-cavities, which are coupled via passive,
linear networks, W

0 and W .III.1 The linear network,
W , can be replaced by local homodyne measurements
and post-processing to achieve the same performance.

We often refer to the setup depicted in Fig. 4 as a
DQS setup, since we generate quantum entanglement by
sending the squeezed vacuum through the linear network,
W

0. Later in the paper, we shall also refer to a Quantum
Limited, Distributed Classical Sensing (QL-DCS) setup,
where the input radiation consists of only vacuum fluc-
tuations but joint post-processing of the output signals
is allowed.

Given the DQS setup of Fig. 4, our goal is to maxi-
mize the scan-rate of Eq. (II.22) by assuming control of
the passive linear networks, W 0 and W , and by taking
advantage of input quantum resources as well as the clas-
sical correlations of the axion signals between individual
cavities. In doing so (details provided below), we arrive
at our main result:

Main result— In the ideal scenario of a
susceptibility-matched DQS network consisting of
M identical microwave cavities, the scan-rate of the
network scales as M

2
Rsq, where Rsq is the scan-rate of

a single squeezed cavity with the same level of squeezing.
This scaling is achieved by using one squeezer and
one homodyne detector—all situated on the “primary”
mode, â1—as well as balanced M -mode linear networks,
W and W

0 = W
�1.

Thus, in the ideal case, we achieve a performance en-
hancement of M2 by operating the network coherently
and making use of the classical correlations of the ax-
ion field (i.e., via joint post-processing). Moreover, we
obtain a simultaneous boost to the scan-rate (relative
to the quantum limited case) via multi-partite entangle-
ment shared between the cavities (generated from a sin-
gle squeezed vacuum). We also extend these results to a
susceptibility-mismatched array of non-identical cavities
and discuss subtleties that arise therein. Main deriva-
tions and discussions leading to these results are just be-
low.

For simplicity, we shall assume each cavity operates at
roughly the same temperature T , such that NTi ⇡ NT ,
and for brevity, we introduce the temporary notation:

III.1 In this section, we ignore the anti-squeezer at the end of the
protocol for the sake of brevity, as including such does not change
the main results.
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FIG. 4. DQS setup. A single-mode squeezed vacuum is dis-
tributed to an array of M cavities which are coupled via pas-
sive linear networks, W 0 and W . The network utilizes clas-
sical correlations between the axion-induced displacements
at each cavity to coherently combine the signal fields into
the primary output mode, â(out)

1 , and generate a larger sig-
nal amplitude. The linear networks are optimized to maxi-
mize the signal and minimize the noise in the primary mode.
We have relabeled parameters in the diagram for brevity:
⌘k ⌘ |�mkmk |

2; ✓k ⌘ ✓mkmk ; and ↵k is the complex am-
plitude of the output signal (i.e., the axion-induced displace-
ment) of the kth cavity.

⌘k ⌘ |�mkmk |
2 and ↵k is defined as the complex ampli-

tude of the output signal such that |↵k| ⌘ |�mksk ||µsk |

and arg(↵k) ⌘ �sk+✓mksk . We assume the phases ✓mkmk

can be practically resolved by utilizing the two-mode
squeezing setup discussed in Appendix D 1; we thus ig-
nore the phases ✓mkmk from hereon. Furthermore, we
shall assume that the radius of the network volume is
much smaller than the wavelength of the axion field, im-
plying that the axion field at all sensors are homogeneous,
i.e., the amplitude |µsk | = µs and phase �sk = �s, 8 k.
We therefore ignore spatial variations of the axion field
across the network.III.2

Our derivations follow by stepping through the circuit
illustrated in Fig. 4, with focus on the primary mode
â1, which we assume is in a (noisy) squeezed-vacuum

state and squeezed along the Re(â(in)1 ) quadrature. The
other input modes are quiet and, thus, only populated
by uncorrelated thermal/vacuum fluctuations.

Consider the set of modes {b̂l} just after the linear
network W

0. The transformation from the input modes

{â
(in)
k

} to these intermediary modes is dictated by the
coe�cients of the network (the “weights”), {w0

lk
}, which

obey the orthogonality relation
P

k
w

0
mk

w
0 ⇤
kn

= �mn. In

terms of the input modes, the intermediary mode b̂l can

III.2 In cases there the relative phase between di↵erence cavities ~k0 ·~x
cannot be ignored, new protocols shall be investigated for e�-
cient scan.

One measurement cycle for the signal enhancement

CZ0 +
H

g +
H

H

Z Z

CZ

UDM

g +
H Z ZUDM

g +
H Z ZUDM

Ancilla

Sensors

t f

|Ψ(tf)〉 =
(
cos Nqδ |0〉+ i sin Nqδ |1〉

)
⊗ |+〉⊗Nq

⇒ Ancilla qubit can be excited: P0→1 $ sin2Nqδ $ N2
qδ

2

Qubits: 
Chen et al, 2311.10413, Ito et al 2311.11632  

Distributed squeezing: 
Brady et al, PRX Quantum 3 (2022) 3, 030333
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New Physics        New Fields

+ Something new.

Ok. For concreteness,  
(and because QIS is often about controlling light)  

lets assume the new field couples to photons.  

Linear or nonlinear?



ℋ ⊃ ℋQED +

If something mixes linearly with the photon, it must 
have the same quantum numbers:

The dark Photon effective Hamiltonian:

ε E⋅E’ + B⋅B’

Dark Photons - a Linear Extension

(and dark photon also has a mass, and a longitudinal polarization!)

A dark photon, if it exists, would teach us profound lessons.     
New force of nature. Grand Unification, etc. 



ℋ ⊃ ℋQED +

If something mixes linearly with the photon, it must 
have the same quantum numbers:

The dark Photon effective Hamiltonian:

ε E⋅E’ + B⋅B’

Dark Photons - a Linear Extension

(and dark photon also has a mass, and a longitudinal polarization!)

�0
dark photon

A dark photon, if it exists, would teach us profound lessons.     
New force of nature. Grand Unification, etc. 



Axions - A nonlinear extension of QED

ℒ ⊃    FμνFμν   =
a
f

a
f

E⋅B
~

Pecci and Quinn (77)

A nonlinear interaction, naively, would involve 2 photons & 1 new field.

B

E a

Axion phenomenology:  

Axion mixing w/ photons polarized along background B field. 

Axion can be absorbed by photon -> up conversion.          

Axion exchange -> photon nonlinearity in vacuum. 

Of course, the discovery of an axion will be a profound insight.    

[e.g. Bogorad, Hook, Kahn, Soreq (2020)]

[Berlin et al (2019)]

[Gao, RH (2020)]

[Sikivie]

[PVLAS]

[Talks by Sebastian and Bianca]



Gravity Waves - A nonlinear extension

ℒ ⊃ FμνFμν ~ h(B•B + E•E) + …  

A gravity wave also interacts w/ two photons

Axion-like phenomenology:  

GW mixing w/ photons in background B field. 

GW can be absorbed by photon -> up conversion.   

But often more important:
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FIG. 1. Cartoon of a two-spherical-cell setup, illustrating the two coexisting signals. The pump mode E0 of the cavity is

driven at frequency !0 (orange). The incoming gravitational wave of frequency !g either directly couples to the electromagnetic

fields (left inset) or indirectly by exciting the mechanical vibrational modes at frequencies !p (right inset), thereby sourcing

electromagnetic power at !0 ± !g. Thus, the signal mode E1 at frequency !1 is resonantly excited if !g ' |!1 � !0|, which is

read out by a directional coupler centered around !1. The mode profiles of the mechanical vibrations (as indicated by the solid

boundary of the cells) and the electromagnetic modes (orange and blue lines) are shown for an optimal configuration. A scan

across various gravitational wave frequencies amounts to tuning the electromagnetic frequency di↵erence !1 � !0, which can

be performed by, e.g., varying the diameter of the central aperture connecing the two cells.

10 kHz to GHz range. The large quality factors of SRF cavities, Q ⇠ 1011 operating at !0 ⇠ GHz, allow them to act

as e�cient converters of mechanical to EM energy and operate with much smaller readout noise than the mechanical-

EM transducers employed in modern Weber bar experiments [37–40]. In this sense, the optimal setup described here

functions as a Weber bar with significantly reduced EM noise, resulting in increased sensitivity to GW frequencies

that are outside the bandwidth of the mechanical resonance. This is discussed in more detail in Sec. VI. As a result,

even for fixed EM frequency splittings, in which case most GW frequencies can only excite the signal o↵ resonance,

the reduced EM noise allows this setup to potentially operate as an exquisite broadband detector of high-frequency

GWs. In this case, such a search has the added benefit of being sensitive to transient signals that would otherwise be

missed by a scanning experiment. For the analysis in this paper, we will consider spherical-cell SRF cavities (such as

those employed in the MAGO prototype), since their enhanced symmetry allows greater coverage of the GW sky as

well as the availability of analytic results for the various mode profiles.1 However, this setup can be applied to any

cavity geometry, including the elliptical cavities currently used for state-of-the-art SRF systems.

Compared to previous work, we introduce three new results: 1) we compute a new source of signal from the direct

coupling between the GW and the EM energy in the cavity, 2) we discuss the sensitivity of a broadband operation

of the experimental apparatus, where the parameters of the cavity are not resonantly tuned to the GW frequency,

and 3) we analytically determine the GW-mechanical and mechanical-EM coupling for spherical cavities, allowing

us to estimate the sensitivity as a function of the GW’s polarization and direction of propagation. The outline of

this paper is as follows. In Sec. II, we discuss signals arising from either the GW-mechanical or GW-EM coupling.

1 Spherical Weber bars have been studied in, e.g., Refs. [41–46].

H = ħω(ata + ½)    with     ω ~ (1+h)L-1 
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Interaction with Matter
New particles may interact with electrons on nuclei. 

Linear: 

Spin precision (e.g. CASPER, spin qubits,                ) 

Forces (accelerometers, e.g.            ) 

Non-liner: 

Scattering (direct detection, e.g.               )

[Talk by Josh]
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Signal Frequency
What is the frequency of signal? 

Narrowband:

Boradband - “impulse”

Emitter Receiver

Light Shining through wall:

Receiver

A dark matter search:

Looking for a new particle 
Known frequency

Looking for a new particle that’s DM. 
Unknown frequency (Scan!)

None of the above (e.g. LIGO)
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Signal Frequency
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Boradband - “impulse”

Emitter Receiver

Light Shining through wall:

Receiver

A dark matter search:

Looking for a new particle 
Known frequency

Looking for a new particle that’s DM. 
Unknown frequency (Scan!)
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High Quality 
detectors needed.



Examples
Today’s schedule!


SRF Cavities

L3He


Atom Interferometry



Single Particle Qubit
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▪ The most precise theory-experiment comparison in physics: 

▪ SQMS joined the effort, contributed to understanding loss sources.
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FIG. 2. (a) Cryogenic system supports a 50 mK electron trap
upon a 4.2 K solenoid to provide a very stable B. (b) Silver
electrodes of a cylindrical Penning trap. (c) Quantum spin
and cyclotron energy levels used for measurement.

⇢ = xx̂ + yŷ [47]. Cylindrical Penning trap electrodes
[48, 49] (Fig. 2b) with appropriately chosen relative di-
mensions and potentials produce such a potential for a
centered electron, which then oscillates nearly harmoni-
cally along ẑ at the axial frequency ⌫̄z ⇡ 114 MHz. For
B = 5.3 T, the trap-modified cyclotron and anomaly fre-
quencies are ⌫̄c ⇡ 149 GHz and ⌫̄a ⇡ 173 MHz [47]. A
circular magnetron motion at ⌫̄m = 43 kHz is cooled by
axial sideband cooling [47, 50] and its e↵ect is negligi-
ble during the measurement. Figure 2c shows the low-
est cyclotron and spin energy levels and the frequency
spacings, including a relativistic mass shift, �, given by
�/⌫c ⌘ h⌫c/(mc2) ⇡ 10�9 [47, 51].

The lowest cyclotron states for each spin are e↵ectively
stable because the spin is so nearly uncoupled from its
environment [47]. Without a trap, the cyclotron state
n = 1 has a lifetime ��1

c = 0.1 s. With a trap that is also
a low-loss microwave cavity, this rate for the spontaneous
emission of synchrotron radiation is inhibited by a factor
of 50 to 70. Cyclotron excitations can then be detected
before decay, when B is chosen so ⌫̄c is far from resonance
with cavity radiation modes [52]. The cyclotron damp-
ing contributes 0.03 Hz to the cyclotron and anomaly
linewidths (to be discussed), a negligible 0.2 ppt and a
very important 0.2 ppb, respectively. Blackbody photons
that excite n = 0 to n = 1 are eliminated by cooling the
trap cavity below 100 mK [42].

The Brown-Gabrielse invariance theorem [53],

⌫c =
p

⌫̄2c + ⌫̄2z + ⌫̄2m (4)

provides the ⌫c and ⌫a = ⌫s � ⌫c needed in Eq. (3) to
determine µ/µB . It is critical that Eq. (4) is invariant
under unavoidable misalignments of B and the axis of

V , and under elliptic distortions of V . The hierarchy
⌫̄c � ⌫̄z � ⌫̄m � � allows an expansion of Eq. (4) that
su�ces for our precision to be inserted in Eq. (3), so

� µ

µB
=

g

2
' 1 +

⌫̄a � ⌫̄2z/(2f̄c)

f̄c + 3�/2 + ⌫̄2z/(2f̄c)
+

�gcav
2

, (5)

with ⌫̄a and f̄c (defined in Fig. 2c) to be deduced with
⌫̄z from measured line shapes. The added cavity-shift
�gcav/2 arises because the cyclotron frequency couples
to radiation modes of the trap cavity, shifting both ⌫̄c
and ⌫̄a [54, 55]. This g/2 measurement correction and its
uncertainty are not reduced or evaded by a g � 2 mea-
surement. They must be determined and corrected at
the full 10�13 precision of µ/µB .
To measure the ⌫̄z needed in Eq. (5), the current in-

duced in the electrodes by the axial oscillation is sent
through a resonant circuit that is the input of a cryo-
genic HEMT amplifier. The 1-minute Fourier transform
of the amplifier output in Fig. 3c illustrates the Johnson
noise and electron signal canceling to make a dip that re-
veals ⌫̄z [56]. Energy loss in the circuit damps the axial
motion with a time constant ��1

z = 32 ms. The amplifier
heats the electron axial motion to Tz = 0.5 K.
Small shifts in ⌫̄z provide quantum nondemolition de-

tection (QND) of one-quantum spin and cyclotron jumps,
without the detection changing the cyclotron or spin
state. Saturated nickel rings (Fig. 2b) produce a mag-
netic bottle gradient, �B = B2

⇥
(z2 � ⇢2/2)ẑ � z⇢⇢̂

⇤

with B2 = 300 T/m2. This couples spin and cyclotron
energies to ⌫̄z, which then shifts by �⌫̄z ⇡ 1.3 (n +ms)
Hz. (The B2 and �⌫̄z are 5 and 3 times smaller than
used previously [37].) To rapidly detect jumps after the
cyclotron and anomaly drives are turned o↵, the ampli-
fied signal is immediately fed back to the electron. This
self-excited oscillator (SEO) [57] resonantly and rapidly
drives itself to a large amplitude even if ⌫̄z shifts with am-
plitude, whereupon the gain is adjusted to maintain the
amplitude. A Fourier transform of the large signal reveals
the small �⌫̄z that signals cyclotron and spin jumps.
Quantum jump spectroscopy produces anomaly and

cyclotron resonances (Fig. 3a-b) from which to extract
⌫̄a and f̄c to use in Eq. (5). Cyclotron and anomaly
quantum jump trials are alternated. The magnetic field
drift of 0.2 ppb/hr in the new apparatus is slow enough to
correct using a quadratic fit to the lowest cyclotron drive
frequencies that produce excitations. Each cyclotron
and anomaly quantum jump trial starts with resonant
anomaly and cyclotron drives that prepare the electron
in the spin-up ground state, |n = 0,ms = 1/2i, followed
by 1 s of axial magnetron sideband cooling [47, 50].
Cyclotron jumps to n = 1 are driven by a 5 s mi-

crowave drive injected between trap electrodes (Fig. 2b),
with an o↵-resonance anomaly drive also applied. Jumps
occur in less than 20% of the trials to avoid saturation ef-
fects. Cavity-inhibited spontaneous emission [52] makes

Electron magnetic moment (g-2)e:   
The quantum state of a single electron in a 
trap is monitored via a QND measurement.
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a new method of observing the decay time of an electron
exited to nc ⇡ 10.

A renormalized calculation [54, 55] with added cy-
clotron damping [37, 59] avoids the infinite cavity shifts
that result from summing all mode contributions. This
calculation assumes the mode frequencies of a perfect
cylinder, one Q for TE modes, and another for TM
modes. We calculate with dimensions chosen to best
match observed frequencies and a single Q value for all
modes. After shifts from the 72 observed modes using the
ideal frequencies and the one Q value are subtracted out,
contributions for these modes using measured frequencies
andQ values are added back in. The leading contribution
to cavity shift uncertainties comes from modifications of
the field that an electron sees from imperfections and
misalignments of the trap cavity. Figure 4a shows the
consistency of µ/µB determinations at 11 di↵erent mag-
netic fields, after each receives a di↵erent cavity shift.

A weighted average of the 11 determinations gives

� µ

µB
=

g

2
= 1.001 159 652 180 59 (13) [0.13 ppt], (6)

with 1� uncertainty in the last two digits in parenthe-
ses. Figure 1 shows the good agreement of this 2022
determination at Northwestern with our 2008 determi-
nation at Harvard [37] and an uncertainty that is im-
proved by a factor of 2.2. Because uncertainty correla-
tions from similar measurement methods are di�cult to
determine, we do not recommend averaging our two de-
terminations. Table I lists uncertainty contributions to
the final result. The statistical uncertainty is from the
fits that extract f̄c and ⌫̄a. The two dominant uncertain-
ties have been discussed – cyclotron broadening and cav-
ity shifts (treated as correlated for nearby fields). The
nuclear paramagnetism uncertainty is based upon the
measured temperature fluctuations of the silver trap elec-
trodes. The anomaly power shift uncertainty comes from
the measured frequency dependence on drive strength.

TABLE I. Largest uncertainties for g/2.

Source Uncertainty⇥1013

statistical 0.29
cyclotron broadening 0.94
cavity correction 0.90

nuclear paramagnetism 0.12
anomaly power shift 0.10
magnetic field drift 0.09

total 1.3

Several SM sectors together predict

g

2
= 1 +C2

⇣↵
⇡

⌘
+ C4

⇣↵
⇡

⌘2
+ C6

⇣↵
⇡

⌘3
+ C8

⇣↵
⇡

⌘4

+ C10

⇣↵
⇡

⌘5
+ ...+ aµ⌧ + ahadronic + aweak. (7)

The Dirac prediction [20] is first on the right. QED pro-
vides the asymptotic series in powers of ↵, along with the

muon and tauon contributions aµ⌧ [38]. The constants
C2 [21], C4 [22, 23], C6 [24, 25] and C8 [26] are calculated
exactly, but require measured lepton mass ratios as input
[29]. The measurements are so precise that a numerically
calculated tenth order C10 [27, 28] is required and tested.
A second evaluation of C10 [39] di↵ers slightly for reasons
not yet understood and the open points in Figs. 1 and 5
use this alternative. Hadronic and weak interaction con-
tributions are ahadronic [30–32] and aweak [33–36]. The
exact C8 and the numerical C10 are remarkable advances
that reduce the calculation uncertainty well below the
uncertainties reported for the measured µ/µB and ↵.
The most precise ↵ measurements [40, 41], needed for

the SM prediction of g/2 in Eq. (7), disagree by 5.5 �,
about ten times our measurement uncertainty (Fig. 1).
Until the discrepancy is resolved, the best that can be
said is that the predicted and measured µ/µB agree to
about �(g/2) = 0.7 ⇥ 10�12, half of the ↵ discrepancy.
A generic chiral symmetry model [63] then suggests that
the electron radius is less than Re =

p
|�(g/2)|~/(mc) =

3.2⇥10�19 m, and that the mass of possible electron con-
stituents must exceedm⇤ = m/

p
|�(g/2)| = 620 GeV/c2.

If �(g/2) would equal our µ/µB determination uncer-
tainty, then Re = 1.4⇥ 10�19 m and m⇤ = 1.4 TeV/c2.
A 2.2 times reduced �(g/2) would bring us to the level

of the intriguing 4.2 standard deviation discrepancy be-
tween the measured and predicted muon magnetic mo-
ment [43, 64]. The muon’s BSM sensitivity, expected to
be 40,000 times higher (the ratio of muon and electron
masses), is largely o↵set by our 3150 times smaller un-
certainty.

0 50 100 150 200
910× - 137. 035 999 000) -1α(

Cs
Rb
g/2(2008) with SM
g/2(2022) with SM

1− 0.5− 0 0.5    ppb

FIG. 5. SM prediction of ↵ using µ/µB from this Northwest-
ern measurement (red), and from our 2008 Harvard measure-
ment (blue), with solid and open points for slightly di↵ering
C10 [38, 39]. The ↵ measurements (black) were made with Cs
at Berkeley [40] and Rb in Paris [41]. A ppb is 10�9.

The fine structure constant ↵ is the fundamental mea-
sure of the strength of the electromagnetic interaction
in the low energy limit. For the SI system of units,
↵ = e2/(4⇡✏0~c) is a measure of the vacuum permittivity
✏0, given that and e, ~ and the speed of light c are now
defined [65]. Our µ/µB and the SM give

↵�1 = 137.035 999 166 (02) (15) [0.014 ppb] [0.11 ppb],

= 137.035 999 166 (15) [0.11 ppb], (8)

with theoretical and experimental uncertainties in the
first and second brackets. Figure 5 compares to the ↵
measurements (black) that disagree with each other by

▪ SQMS bonus: We also found that a single-
electron qubit is a sensitive DM search in a 
challenging frequency range! 

▪ Theory + proof-of-concept!                                 

Phys.Rev.Lett. 129 (2022) 26, 261801  
(a new NU-Stanford-Fermilab collaboration)
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FIG. 5. (a) The new experimental limit on DPDM with 90 % confidence level. In a narrow frequency band, the exclusion
limit from this work is about 75 times better than the existing constraints from XENON1T (hatched) [75–77] and DM cosmol-
ogy (dashed) [10]. (b) Possible sensitivity with a dedicated apparatus (blue) is compared to the limits from DOSUE [46] and
Tokyo [48].

proposal and demonstration thus open a new direction
for DPDM searches.
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Nonlinear Optics with Dark States

Dark SPDC:
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Ghost Imaging of Dark Particles
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We propose a new way to use optical tools from quantum imaging and quantum communication
to search for physics beyond the standard model. Spontaneous parametric down conversion (SPDC)
is a commonly used source of entangled photons in which pump photons convert to a signal-idler
pair. We propose to search for “dark SPDC” (dSPDC) events in which a new dark sector particle
replaces the idler. Though it does not interact, the presence of a dark particle can be inferred by
the properties of the signal photon. Examples of dark states include axion-like-particles and dark
photons. We show that the presence of an optical medium opens the phase space of the down-
conversion process, or decay, which would be forbidden in vacuum. Search schemes are proposed
which employ optical imaging and/or spectroscopy of the signal photons. The signal rates in our
proposal scales with the second power of the feeble coupling to new physics, as opposed to light-
shining-through-wall experiments whose signal scales with coupling to the fourth. We analyze the
characteristics of optical media needed to enhance dSPDC and estimate the rate. A bench-top
demonstration of a high resolution ghost imaging measurement is performed employing a Skipper-
CCD to demonstrate its utility in a dSPDC search.

I. INTRODUCTION

Nonlinear optics is a powerful new tool for quantum
information science. Among its many uses, it plays an
enabling role in the areas of quantum networks and
teleportation of quantum states as well as in quantum
imaging. In quantum teleportation [1–4] the state of
a distant quantum system, Alice, can be inferred with-
out directly interacting with it, but rather by allowing
it to interact with one of the photons in an entangled
pair. The coherence of these optical systems has re-
cently allowed teleportation over a large distance [5].
Quantum ghost imaging, or “interaction-free” imag-
ing [6], is used to discern (usually classical) informa-
tion about an object without direct interaction. This
technique exploits the relationship among the emis-
sion angles of a correlated photon pair to create an
image with high angular resolution without placing
the subject Alice in front of a high resolution detec-
tor or allowing it to interact with intense light. These
methods of teleportation and imaging rely on the pro-
duction of signal photons in association with an idler
pair which is entangled (or at least correlated) in its
direction, frequency, and sometimes polarization.

Quantum ghost imaging and teleportation both dif-
fer parametrically from standard forms of information
transfer. This is because a system is probed, not by
sending information to it and receiving information
back, but rather by sending it half of an EPR pair,
without need for a “response”. The di�erence is par-
ticularly apparent if Alice is an extremely weekly cou-
pled system, say she is part of a dark sector, with a
coupling ‘ to photons. The rate of information flow

estrada@fnal.gov

roni@fnal.gov

rodriguesfm@df.uba.ar

matias.senger@physik.uzh.ch

Figure 1: Pictorial representation of the dSPDC process.
A dark particle Ï is emitted in association with a signal
photon. The presence of Ï can be inferred from the
distribution of the signal photon in angle and/or
frequency. We consider both the colinear (◊s = 0) and
non-colinear (◊s ”= 0) cases.

in capturing an image of Alice will occur at a rate
Ã ‘4 with standard methods, but at a rate Ã ‘2 using
quantum optical methods.

A common method for generating entangled photon
pairs is the nonlinear optics process known as sponta-
neous parametric down conversion (SPDC). In SPDC
a pump photon decays, or down-converts, within a
nonlinear optical medium into two other photons, a
signal and an idler. The presence of the SPDC idler
can be inferred by the detection of the signal [7].

In this work we propose to use quantum imag-
ing and quantum communication tools to perform an
interaction-free search for the emission of new parti-
cles beyond the standard model. The new tool we
present is dark SPDC, or dSPDC, an example sketch
of which is shown in Figure 1. A pump photon enters
an optical medium and down-converts to a signal pho-
ton and a dark particle, which can have a small mass,
and does not interact with the optical medium. Like
SPDC, in dSPDC the presence of a dark state can
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Figure 1: A schematic sketch of the SPDC proscess (top) and the dark SPDC process (bottom).
The frequency of the signal photon in dSPDC will differ from the standard case due to the different
dispersion relations of the produced dark state as compared to the idler photon.

detection of, say, the signal photon one can infer the presence and properties of the idler [6]. The
process of SPDC can be described by an effective Hamiltonian (see e.g. [6, 7])

HSPDC =

Z

crystal
d
3
~x

⇣
�
(2)
jklEjEkEl

⌘
, (1)

where we have used an index notation for the electric field Ej ⌘ ~E to more easily represent the
contraction with the second order susceptibility tensor �

(2)
jkl in the nonlinear optics crystal. The

susceptibility tensor, and the indices of refraction for pump, signal and idler photons, np, ns and
ni determine the differential and total rates of di-photon production. The fully differential rate
includes correlations among the energy, momenta, and polarizations of the photon pairs. For
particle physicists who are accustomed to working in the vacuum, the conversion (or decay) of a
single pump photon into a photon pair would normally be deemed both kinematically inaccessible
and disallowed by charge conjugation. For these readers we stress that SPDC is kinematically
possible thanks to the nontrivial dispersion of photons and that charge conjugation is broken by
the presence of a crystal without an anti-crystal. In addition, a second order susceptibility �

(2) is
only present in crystal structures that violate parity.

In this work we propose to search for dark SPDC (dSPDC), in which the idler photon is replaced
by a new light state, such as an axion or dark photons.

Axions : The axion, or axion-like particle (we will use the two terms interchangeably), is a light
pseuodscalar field �a

1. Its interaction with photons are described by the Hamiltonian (for a review
see [?])

Haxion =

Z

crystal
d
3
~x

⇣
ga� �a

~E · ~B

⌘
(2)

where we have deliberately taken the spatial integral only over the volume of an optical crystal,
even though it also extends outside the crystal. The reason is that our dSPDC process will be
kinematically possible, phase matching will be attainable, only within a bi-refringent crystal in
which ns > np. It is interesting to note the similarity of the two Hamiltonians in Equations (1)
and (2). Both Hamiltonain are non-linear. Both interaction can couple a pump photon to a signal
photon and a third light field, either an idler or an axion. The presence of the B-field in the axion
hamiltonian simply means a particular relationship between the pump and signal polarization
(indeed, the magnetic field is absent from Equation (1) only by convention). We will show that
an axion can be searched for using dSPDC in a material that is bi-refringent, but purely optically
linear.

Dark Photons: The dark photon [?] is a new massive U(1) gauge boson which can be written
as a vector potential A

0
µ which leads to dark electric and magnetic fields ~E

0 and ~B
0. The dark

1Since creation and annihilation operators are about to make an appearance, we will be calling the axion field
�a instead of the traditional a.

2

colinear dSPDC

Note: the axion or dark photon have index of refraction of 1 (and a mass). 
dSPDC has significantly different phase matching conditions.
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Figure 1: A schematic sketch of the colinear configuration of the SPDC process (top) and the
dark SPDC process (bottom). The frequency of the signal photon in dSPDC will differ from the
standard case due to the different dispersion relations of the produced dark state as compared to
the idler photon. The rates for these processes grow with the crystal lengths.

matter, there is great value in searching for these particles in the lab as new degrees of freedom
in the Lagrangian, as mediators of long range interactions. Since by assumption such particles
interact with light, optical systems are natural arenas to search them.

Searching for axions and dark photons in the lab requires the production of these states, as well
as a way to discern that the production took place. The canonical method for this is a light-shining
through-wall (LSW) setup. In these experiments a large number of photons are produced and kept
on one side of an opaque barrier, or wall. For axion searches a large magnetic field is applied
on both sides of the wall. A detector on the other side of the barrier searches for photons that
“shined” through the wall, by converting to an axion on one side of the barrier and converted back
on the other. The probability for each conversion scales as the axion-photon coupling squared,
giving a total signal rate scaling like the small coupling raised to the 4th power. A similar setup
without the magnetic field can be used to search for dark photons, also scaling as the fourth power
of a small coupling. Several past and ongoing experiments fall under this catergory, including
ALPS [6], OSQAR [7], APLS2 [8] in the optical regime, and CROWS [9] and Dark SRF [10] in
the microwave. The CAST experiment, which searches for x-rays originating from the solar core
is similar to a LSW experiment in that dark particles allow photons to arrive from an enclosed
area (the Solar core) to a detector. It thus has a similar signal scaling of (coupling)4. A notable
and interesting exception to the “(coupling)4-rule” are searches for vacuum birefringence, in one
looks for differences in the dispersion of light with different polarizations, such as in the PVLAS
experiment [?]. Such an effect can arise due to an axion degree of freedom, and because it probes
the forward amplitude, it scales as (coupling)2.

In a recent paper we proposed a new search strategy for axions or dark photons. In Dark
Spontaneous Parametric Down Conversion (dSPDC) [11] an Axion or a dark photon is produced
by an incoming laser in association with a signal photon. The new dark state goes undetected,
but its presence can be heralded by the measurement of the signal photon. The frequency, angular
direction, and polarization of the signal may allow to distinguish the dSPDC signal from back-
grounds. The dSPDS process is inspired and shares many features with the SM SPDC process
in which a pump photon down converts into a signal photon and an accompanying idler photon.
Because dark photons and axions have a very different dispersion relation, the phase matching
conditions for dSPDC will differ from those in SPDC.

In this work we will further explore the dSPDC process in optical waveguides. Indeed, waveg-
uides are some of the brightest sources of SPDC photon pairs thanks to the confinement of the
optical modes to a tight region and along the full length of the conversion region. A sketch of
waveguided SPDC and dSPDC is shown is Figure 1. A pump laser traverses a waveguide of length
L and undergoes down-conversion (or decay) into a signal photon and an idler, which is another
photon for SPDC or a dark particle for dSPDC. This process is kinematically forbidden in vacuum,
as a massless photon cannot decay into another massless particle a massive particle while conserv-
ing energy and momentum. However in an optical medium energy and momentum conservation
is represented by phase matching conditions which can be satisfied in a medium with the right
dispersion relation.

This paper is structured as follows. Since this work aimed at readers from both optics and
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SPDC: a workhorse in quantum optics. 

Pump -> signal + idler      (a “decay”) 

Presence of idler is inferred. Might as well be invisible!

Pump -> signal + axion or dark photon.       Rate ∝ ε2  (vs ε4 for LSW) 



The interface of HEP and QIS is growing! 

Quantum simulation of HEP (exciting, but not today’s topic) 

Quantum sensing 

Quantum Field theory extends into today’s quantum devices! 

Quantum senstors can probe new hypotheses in HEP
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Figure1:AschematicsketchofthecolinearconfigurationoftheSPDCprocess(top)andthe
darkSPDCprocess(bottom).ThefrequencyofthesignalphotonindSPDCwilldifferfromthe
standardcaseduetothedifferentdispersionrelationsoftheproduceddarkstateascomparedto
theidlerphoton.Theratesfortheseprocessesgrowwiththecrystallengths.

oflongrangeinteractions.Sincebyassumptionsuchparticlesinteractwithlight,opticalsystems
arenaturalarenastosearchthem.

Searchingforaxionsanddarkphotonsinthelabrequirestheproductionofthesestates,aswell
asawaytodiscernthattheproductiontookplace.Thecanonicalmethodforthisisalight-shining
through-wall(LSW)setup.Intheseexperimentsalargenumberofphotonsareproducedandkept
ononesideofanopaquebarrier,orwall.Foraxionsearchesalargemagneticfieldisappliedon
bothsidesofthewall.Adetectorontheothersideofthebarriersearchesforphotonsthat“shined”
throughthewall,byconvertingtoanaxionononesideofthebarrierandconvertedbackonthe
other.Theprobabilityforeachconversionscalesastheaxion-photoncouplingsquared,givinga
totalsignalratescalinglikethesmallcouplingraisedtothe4thpower.Asimilarsetupwithout
themagneticfieldcanbeusedtosearchfordarkphotons.Severalpastandongoingexperiments
fallunderthiscatergory,includingALPS[6],OSQAR[7],APLS2[8]intheopticalregime,and
CROWS[9]andDarkSRF[10,11]inthemicrowave.TheCASTexperiment,whichsearchesfor
x-raysoriginatingfromthesolarcoreissimilartoaLSWexperimentinthatdarkparticlesallow
photonstoarrivefromanenclosedarea(theSolarcore)toadetector.Itthushasasimilarsignal
scalingof(coupling)4.Anotableandinterestingexceptionaresearchesforvacuumbirefringence,
inonelooksfordifferencesinthedispersionoflightwithdifferentpolarizations,suchasinthe
PVLASexperiment.Suchaneffectcanariseduetoanaxiondegreeoffreedom,andbecauseit
probestheforwardamplitude,itscalesas(coupling)2.

Inarecentpaperweproposedanewsearchstrategyforaxionsordarkphotons.InDark
SpontaneousParametricDownConversion(dSPDC)[12]anAxionoradarkphotonisproduced
byanincominglaserinassociationwithasignalphoton.Thenewdarkstategoesundetected,
butitspresencecanbeheraldedbythemeasurementofthesignalphoton.Thefrequency,an-
gulardirection,andpolarizationofthesignalmayallowtodistinguishthedSPDCsignalfrom
backgrounds.ThedSPDSprocessisinspiredandsharesmanyfeatureswiththereguylarSPDC
processinwhichapumpphotondownconvertsintoasignalphotonandanaccompanying.

InthisworkwewillfurtherexplorethedSPDCprocessinopticalwaveguides.Indeed,waveg-
uidesaresomeofthebrightestsourcesofSPDCphotonpairsthankstotheconfinementofthe
opticalmodestoatightregionandalongthefulllengthoftheconversionregion.Asketchof
waveguidedSPDCanddSPDCisshownisFigure1.Apumplasertraversesawaveguideoflength
Landundergoesdown-conversion(ordecay)intoasignalphotonandanidler,whichisanother
photonforSPDCoradarkparticlefordSPDC.Thisprocessiskinematicallyforbiddeninvacuum,
asamasslessphotoncannotdecayintoanothermasslessparticleamassiveparticlewhileconserv-
ingenergyandmomentum.Howeverinanopticalmediumenergyandmomentumconservation
isrepresentedbyphasematchingconditionswhichcanbesatisfiedinwiththerightdispersion
relation.

Thispaperisstructredasfollows...
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Figure1:AschematicsketchofthecolinearconfigurationoftheSPDCprocess(top)andthe
darkSPDCprocess(bottom).ThefrequencyofthesignalphotonindSPDCwilldifferfromthe
standardcaseduetothedifferentdispersionrelationsoftheproduceddarkstateascomparedto
theidlerphoton.Theratesfortheseprocessesgrowwiththecrystallengths.

oflongrangeinteractions.Sincebyassumptionsuchparticlesinteractwithlight,opticalsystems
arenaturalarenastosearchthem.

Searchingforaxionsanddarkphotonsinthelabrequirestheproductionofthesestates,aswell
asawaytodiscernthattheproductiontookplace.Thecanonicalmethodforthisisalight-shining
through-wall(LSW)setup.Intheseexperimentsalargenumberofphotonsareproducedandkept
ononesideofanopaquebarrier,orwall.Foraxionsearchesalargemagneticfieldisappliedon
bothsidesofthewall.Adetectorontheothersideofthebarriersearchesforphotonsthat“shined”
throughthewall,byconvertingtoanaxionononesideofthebarrierandconvertedbackonthe
other.Theprobabilityforeachconversionscalesastheaxion-photoncouplingsquared,givinga
totalsignalratescalinglikethesmallcouplingraisedtothe4thpower.Asimilarsetupwithout
themagneticfieldcanbeusedtosearchfordarkphotons.Severalpastandongoingexperiments
fallunderthiscatergory,includingALPS[6],OSQAR[7],APLS2[8]intheopticalregime,and
CROWS[9]andDarkSRF[10,11]inthemicrowave.TheCASTexperiment,whichsearchesfor
x-raysoriginatingfromthesolarcoreissimilartoaLSWexperimentinthatdarkparticlesallow
photonstoarrivefromanenclosedarea(theSolarcore)toadetector.Itthushasasimilarsignal
scalingof(coupling)4.Anotableandinterestingexceptionaresearchesforvacuumbirefringence,
inonelooksfordifferencesinthedispersionoflightwithdifferentpolarizations,suchasinthe
PVLASexperiment.Suchaneffectcanariseduetoanaxiondegreeoffreedom,andbecauseit
probestheforwardamplitude,itscalesas(coupling)2.

Inarecentpaperweproposedanewsearchstrategyforaxionsordarkphotons.InDark
SpontaneousParametricDownConversion(dSPDC)[12]anAxionoradarkphotonisproduced
byanincominglaserinassociationwithasignalphoton.Thenewdarkstategoesundetected,
butitspresencecanbeheraldedbythemeasurementofthesignalphoton.Thefrequency,an-
gulardirection,andpolarizationofthesignalmayallowtodistinguishthedSPDCsignalfrom
backgrounds.ThedSPDSprocessisinspiredandsharesmanyfeatureswiththereguylarSPDC
processinwhichapumpphotondownconvertsintoasignalphotonandanaccompanying.

InthisworkwewillfurtherexplorethedSPDCprocessinopticalwaveguides.Indeed,waveg-
uidesaresomeofthebrightestsourcesofSPDCphotonpairsthankstotheconfinementofthe
opticalmodestoatightregionandalongthefulllengthoftheconversionregion.Asketchof
waveguidedSPDCanddSPDCisshownisFigure1.Apumplasertraversesawaveguideoflength
Landundergoesdown-conversion(ordecay)intoasignalphotonandanidler,whichisanother
photonforSPDCoradarkparticlefordSPDC.Thisprocessiskinematicallyforbiddeninvacuum,
asamasslessphotoncannotdecayintoanothermasslessparticleamassiveparticlewhileconserv-
ingenergyandmomentum.Howeverinanopticalmediumenergyandmomentumconservation
isrepresentedbyphasematchingconditionswhichcanbesatisfiedinwiththerightdispersion
relation.

Thispaperisstructredasfollows...
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Figure1:AschematicsketchofthecolinearconfigurationoftheSPDCprocess(top)andthe
darkSPDCprocess(bottom).ThefrequencyofthesignalphotonindSPDCwilldifferfromthe
standardcaseduetothedifferentdispersionrelationsoftheproduceddarkstateascomparedto
theidlerphoton.Theratesfortheseprocessesgrowwiththecrystallengths.

oflongrangeinteractions.Sincebyassumptionsuchparticlesinteractwithlight,opticalsystems
arenaturalarenastosearchthem.

Searchingforaxionsanddarkphotonsinthelabrequirestheproductionofthesestates,aswell
asawaytodiscernthattheproductiontookplace.Thecanonicalmethodforthisisalight-shining
through-wall(LSW)setup.Intheseexperimentsalargenumberofphotonsareproducedandkept
ononesideofanopaquebarrier,orwall.Foraxionsearchesalargemagneticfieldisappliedon
bothsidesofthewall.Adetectorontheothersideofthebarriersearchesforphotonsthat“shined”
throughthewall,byconvertingtoanaxionononesideofthebarrierandconvertedbackonthe
other.Theprobabilityforeachconversionscalesastheaxion-photoncouplingsquared,givinga
totalsignalratescalinglikethesmallcouplingraisedtothe4thpower.Asimilarsetupwithout
themagneticfieldcanbeusedtosearchfordarkphotons.Severalpastandongoingexperiments
fallunderthiscatergory,includingALPS[6],OSQAR[7],APLS2[8]intheopticalregime,and
CROWS[9]andDarkSRF[10,11]inthemicrowave.TheCASTexperiment,whichsearchesfor
x-raysoriginatingfromthesolarcoreissimilartoaLSWexperimentinthatdarkparticlesallow
photonstoarrivefromanenclosedarea(theSolarcore)toadetector.Itthushasasimilarsignal
scalingof(coupling)4.Anotableandinterestingexceptionaresearchesforvacuumbirefringence,
inonelooksfordifferencesinthedispersionoflightwithdifferentpolarizations,suchasinthe
PVLASexperiment.Suchaneffectcanariseduetoanaxiondegreeoffreedom,andbecauseit
probestheforwardamplitude,itscalesas(coupling)2.

Inarecentpaperweproposedanewsearchstrategyforaxionsordarkphotons.InDark
SpontaneousParametricDownConversion(dSPDC)[12]anAxionoradarkphotonisproduced
byanincominglaserinassociationwithasignalphoton.Thenewdarkstategoesundetected,
butitspresencecanbeheraldedbythemeasurementofthesignalphoton.Thefrequency,an-
gulardirection,andpolarizationofthesignalmayallowtodistinguishthedSPDCsignalfrom
backgrounds.ThedSPDSprocessisinspiredandsharesmanyfeatureswiththereguylarSPDC
processinwhichapumpphotondownconvertsintoasignalphotonandanaccompanying.

InthisworkwewillfurtherexplorethedSPDCprocessinopticalwaveguides.Indeed,waveg-
uidesaresomeofthebrightestsourcesofSPDCphotonpairsthankstotheconfinementofthe
opticalmodestoatightregionandalongthefulllengthoftheconversionregion.Asketchof
waveguidedSPDCanddSPDCisshownisFigure1.Apumplasertraversesawaveguideoflength
Landundergoesdown-conversion(ordecay)intoasignalphotonandanidler,whichisanother
photonforSPDCoradarkparticlefordSPDC.Thisprocessiskinematicallyforbiddeninvacuum,
asamasslessphotoncannotdecayintoanothermasslessparticleamassiveparticlewhileconserv-
ingenergyandmomentum.Howeverinanopticalmediumenergyandmomentumconservation
isrepresentedbyphasematchingconditionswhichcanbesatisfiedinwiththerightdispersion
relation.

Thispaperisstructredasfollows...

2

2

a range of about 5 MHz with the ⇠12 Hz resolution, as
well as “fine” tuning using the piezoelectric element in a
range of about 8 kHz with the ⇠0.1 Hz resolution [7].

FIG. 1. The experimental setup for the DarkSRF experiment
consisting of two 1.3 GHz cavities.

Each of the cavities has been independently connected
by shielded microwave coaxial cables to the room temper-
ature signal generation and the measurement electronics.

Initially, both of the cavities have been measured at
2 K and 1.5 K in a liquid helium bath, using the stan-
dard SRF techniques [8] to obtain the fundamental mode
frequencies and intrinsic quality factors Q0, as well as the
input (Qin) and transmitted (Qt) antenna external qual-
ity factors.

Subsequently, both of the cavities have been powered
up by a single RF generator signal split into two routes.
Phase lock loop has been used to have the RF generator
follow the frequency of the emitter cavity and the tuner
mechanism has been applied to change the receiver cav-
ity frequency until it is resonantly excited by the same
signal as emitter. Since the radiation pressure on the cav-
ity walls changes the cavity frequency, this procedure for
frequency matching has been performed for each emitter
cavity stored energy used for the dark photon search.

After frequency matching, the cable connecting the
generator to the receiver cavity has been disconnected
and the measurement of the transmitted power from the
emitter cavity has been performed using spectrum ana-
lyzer centered around resonance frequency. The data has
been acquired for 30 minutes in each run.

Two data acquisitions runs performed, one at a higher
accelerating field level Eacc = 40 MV/m in the emitter

cavity (“high power” run), and one at a somewhat lower
- Eacc = 6 MV/m (“medium power” run). For the high
power case the detection sensitivity has been limited by
the residual cross-talk, whereas for the medium power
run the sensitivity has been limited by the thermal pho-
ton leakage from the input line on the receiver cavity.
CALCULATION PROCEDURE FOR THE EXCLU-

SION PLOT

FIG. 2. The new exclusion limit for the dark photon.

CONCLUSIONS

Our experiment constructed based on the high quality
factor SRF niobium cavities and utilizing the accelerator
technology for high precision frequency tuning allowed
to extend the exclusion boundary for the existence of
dark photons by several orders of magnitude in the broad
range of rest masses and coupling constants.
Future improvements involve further suppression of the

cross-talk at higher emitter cavity powers, as well as per-
forming the experiment with the receiver cavity at mil-
likelvin temperatures inside the dilution refrigerator cou-
pled with the quantum limited amplifier.
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We propose a new way to use optical tools from quantum imaging and quantum communication
to search for physics beyond the standard model. Spontaneous parametric down conversion (SPDC)
is a commonly used source of entangled photons in which pump photons convert to a signal-idler
pair. We propose to search for “dark SPDC” (dSPDC) events in which a new dark sector particle
replaces the idler. Though it does not interact, the presence of a dark particle can be inferred by
the properties of the signal photon. Examples of dark states include axion-like-particles and dark
photons. We show that the presence of an optical medium opens the phase space of the down-
conversion process, or decay, which would be forbidden in vacuum. Search schemes are proposed
which employ optical imaging and/or spectroscopy of the signal photons. The signal rates in our
proposal scales with the second power of the feeble coupling to new physics, as opposed to light-
shining-through-wall experiments whose signal scales with coupling to the fourth. We analyze the
characteristics of optical media needed to enhance dSPDC and estimate the rate. A bench-top
demonstration of a high resolution ghost imaging measurement is performed employing a Skipper-
CCD to demonstrate its utility in a dSPDC search.

I. INTRODUCTION

Nonlinear optics is a powerful new tool for quantum
information science. Among its many uses, it plays an
enabling role in the areas of quantum networks and
teleportation of quantum states as well as in quantum
imaging. In quantum teleportation [1–4] the state of
a distant quantum system, Alice, can be inferred with-
out directly interacting with it, but rather by allowing
it to interact with one of the photons in an entangled
pair. The coherence of these optical systems has re-
cently allowed teleportation over a large distance [5].
Quantum ghost imaging, or “interaction-free” imag-
ing [6], is used to discern (usually classical) informa-
tion about an object without direct interaction. This
technique exploits the relationship among the emis-
sion angles of a correlated photon pair to create an
image with high angular resolution without placing
the subject Alice in front of a high resolution detec-
tor or allowing it to interact with intense light. These
methods of teleportation and imaging rely on the pro-
duction of signal photons in association with an idler
pair which is entangled (or at least correlated) in its
direction, frequency, and sometimes polarization.

Quantum ghost imaging and teleportation both dif-
fer parametrically from standard forms of information
transfer. This is because a system is probed, not by
sending information to it and receiving information
back, but rather by sending it half of an EPR pair,
without need for a “response”. The di�erence is par-
ticularly apparent if Alice is an extremely weekly cou-
pled system, say she is part of a dark sector, with a
coupling ‘ to photons. The rate of information flow

estrada@fnal.gov

roni@fnal.gov

rodriguesfm@df.uba.ar

matias.senger@physik.uzh.ch

Figure 1: Pictorial representation of the dSPDC process.
A dark particle Ï is emitted in association with a signal
photon. The presence of Ï can be inferred from the
distribution of the signal photon in angle and/or
frequency. We consider both the colinear (◊s = 0) and
non-colinear (◊s ”= 0) cases.

in capturing an image of Alice will occur at a rate
Ã ‘4 with standard methods, but at a rate Ã ‘2 using
quantum optical methods.

A common method for generating entangled photon
pairs is the nonlinear optics process known as sponta-
neous parametric down conversion (SPDC). In SPDC
a pump photon decays, or down-converts, within a
nonlinear optical medium into two other photons, a
signal and an idler. The presence of the SPDC idler
can be inferred by the detection of the signal [7].

In this work we propose to use quantum imag-
ing and quantum communication tools to perform an
interaction-free search for the emission of new parti-
cles beyond the standard model. The new tool we
present is dark SPDC, or dSPDC, an example sketch
of which is shown in Figure 1. A pump photon enters
an optical medium and down-converts to a signal pho-
ton and a dark particle, which can have a small mass,
and does not interact with the optical medium. Like
SPDC, in dSPDC the presence of a dark state can
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Figure 1: A schematic sketch of the SPDC proscess (top) and the dark SPDC process (bottom).
The frequency of the signal photon in dSPDC will differ from the standard case due to the different
dispersion relations of the produced dark state as compared to the idler photon.

detection of, say, the signal photon one can infer the presence and properties of the idler [6]. The
process of SPDC can be described by an effective Hamiltonian (see e.g. [6, 7])

HSPDC =

Z

crystal
d
3
~x

⇣
�
(2)
jklEjEkEl

⌘
, (1)

where we have used an index notation for the electric field Ej ⌘ ~E to more easily represent the
contraction with the second order susceptibility tensor �

(2)
jkl in the nonlinear optics crystal. The

susceptibility tensor, and the indices of refraction for pump, signal and idler photons, np, ns and
ni determine the differential and total rates of di-photon production. The fully differential rate
includes correlations among the energy, momenta, and polarizations of the photon pairs. For
particle physicists who are accustomed to working in the vacuum, the conversion (or decay) of a
single pump photon into a photon pair would normally be deemed both kinematically inaccessible
and disallowed by charge conjugation. For these readers we stress that SPDC is kinematically
possible thanks to the nontrivial dispersion of photons and that charge conjugation is broken by
the presence of a crystal without an anti-crystal. In addition, a second order susceptibility �

(2) is
only present in crystal structures that violate parity.

In this work we propose to search for dark SPDC (dSPDC), in which the idler photon is replaced
by a new light state, such as an axion or dark photons.

Axions : The axion, or axion-like particle (we will use the two terms interchangeably), is a light
pseuodscalar field �a

1. Its interaction with photons are described by the Hamiltonian (for a review
see [?])

Haxion =

Z

crystal
d
3
~x

⇣
ga� �a

~E · ~B

⌘
(2)

where we have deliberately taken the spatial integral only over the volume of an optical crystal,
even though it also extends outside the crystal. The reason is that our dSPDC process will be
kinematically possible, phase matching will be attainable, only within a bi-refringent crystal in
which ns > np. It is interesting to note the similarity of the two Hamiltonians in Equations (1)
and (2). Both Hamiltonain are non-linear. Both interaction can couple a pump photon to a signal
photon and a third light field, either an idler or an axion. The presence of the B-field in the axion
hamiltonian simply means a particular relationship between the pump and signal polarization
(indeed, the magnetic field is absent from Equation (1) only by convention). We will show that
an axion can be searched for using dSPDC in a material that is bi-refringent, but purely optically
linear.

Dark Photons: The dark photon [?] is a new massive U(1) gauge boson which can be written
as a vector potential A

0
µ which leads to dark electric and magnetic fields ~E

0 and ~B
0. The dark

1Since creation and annihilation operators are about to make an appearance, we will be calling the axion field
�a instead of the traditional a.

2

colinear dSPDC

Note: the axion or dark photon have index of refraction of 1 (and a mass). 
dSPDC has significantly different phase matching conditions.
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Figure 1: A schematic sketch of the colinear configuration of the SPDC process (top) and the
dark SPDC process (bottom). The frequency of the signal photon in dSPDC will differ from the
standard case due to the different dispersion relations of the produced dark state as compared to
the idler photon. The rates for these processes grow with the crystal lengths.

matter, there is great value in searching for these particles in the lab as new degrees of freedom
in the Lagrangian, as mediators of long range interactions. Since by assumption such particles
interact with light, optical systems are natural arenas to search them.

Searching for axions and dark photons in the lab requires the production of these states, as well
as a way to discern that the production took place. The canonical method for this is a light-shining
through-wall (LSW) setup. In these experiments a large number of photons are produced and kept
on one side of an opaque barrier, or wall. For axion searches a large magnetic field is applied
on both sides of the wall. A detector on the other side of the barrier searches for photons that
“shined” through the wall, by converting to an axion on one side of the barrier and converted back
on the other. The probability for each conversion scales as the axion-photon coupling squared,
giving a total signal rate scaling like the small coupling raised to the 4th power. A similar setup
without the magnetic field can be used to search for dark photons, also scaling as the fourth power
of a small coupling. Several past and ongoing experiments fall under this catergory, including
ALPS [6], OSQAR [7], APLS2 [8] in the optical regime, and CROWS [9] and Dark SRF [10] in
the microwave. The CAST experiment, which searches for x-rays originating from the solar core
is similar to a LSW experiment in that dark particles allow photons to arrive from an enclosed
area (the Solar core) to a detector. It thus has a similar signal scaling of (coupling)4. A notable
and interesting exception to the “(coupling)4-rule” are searches for vacuum birefringence, in one
looks for differences in the dispersion of light with different polarizations, such as in the PVLAS
experiment [?]. Such an effect can arise due to an axion degree of freedom, and because it probes
the forward amplitude, it scales as (coupling)2.

In a recent paper we proposed a new search strategy for axions or dark photons. In Dark
Spontaneous Parametric Down Conversion (dSPDC) [11] an Axion or a dark photon is produced
by an incoming laser in association with a signal photon. The new dark state goes undetected,
but its presence can be heralded by the measurement of the signal photon. The frequency, angular
direction, and polarization of the signal may allow to distinguish the dSPDC signal from back-
grounds. The dSPDS process is inspired and shares many features with the SM SPDC process
in which a pump photon down converts into a signal photon and an accompanying idler photon.
Because dark photons and axions have a very different dispersion relation, the phase matching
conditions for dSPDC will differ from those in SPDC.

In this work we will further explore the dSPDC process in optical waveguides. Indeed, waveg-
uides are some of the brightest sources of SPDC photon pairs thanks to the confinement of the
optical modes to a tight region and along the full length of the conversion region. A sketch of
waveguided SPDC and dSPDC is shown is Figure 1. A pump laser traverses a waveguide of length
L and undergoes down-conversion (or decay) into a signal photon and an idler, which is another
photon for SPDC or a dark particle for dSPDC. This process is kinematically forbidden in vacuum,
as a massless photon cannot decay into another massless particle a massive particle while conserv-
ing energy and momentum. However in an optical medium energy and momentum conservation
is represented by phase matching conditions which can be satisfied in a medium with the right
dispersion relation.

This paper is structured as follows. Since this work aimed at readers from both optics and

2

SPDC: a workhorse in quantum optics. 

Pump -> signal + idler      (a “decay”) 

Presence of idler is inferred. Might as well be invisible!

Pump -> signal + axion or dark photon.       Rate ∝ ε2  (vs ε4 for LSW) 
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Dark SRF: cavity-based search for the Dark Photon

Phase 2: in DR, 
receiver at ~mk, 
in quantum 
regime. Improved 
frequency 
stability. Phase 
sensitive readout. 

Will increase the 
search reach.

Phase 1: Pathfinder run in LHe. 
Demonstrated enormous potential 
for SRF based searches.

Romanenko et al., Phys.Rev.Lett. 130 (2023) 26, 261801
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FIG. 3. The measured power spectral density (PSD) of the
receiver cavity during the dark photon search run (blue) and
thermal noise calibration run (red). For both runs, the peaks
are caused by a leak of thermal photons from the receiver
input line. The reference frequency is f0 = 1.298041 GHz.
The two peaks were shifted within the drifting modeling by
3.5 Hz to coincide. The signal region is ±1.5 Hz around
the peak. The power measured between the thermal run
(�151.6+0.23

�0.25 dBm) and search run (�151.8+0.16
�0.17 dBm) is con-

sistent with each other within one sigma.

energy. We will present the results of one of the low
power runs with Eacc = 6.2 MV/m, Uem = 0.6 J. Runs
with higher stored fields exhibited a larger frequency drift
and/or a significant amount of cross-talk.

Noise analysis

Fig. 3 shows spectra measured in both a thermal run
(no excitation in the emitter cavity) and a search run. In
both cases, a relatively flat power spectrum is observed
with a peak centered at the frequency of the receiver cav-
ity. This is the expected signal measured from a HEMT
amplifier connected to a cavity that emits thermal pho-
tons around its resonant frequency. The peak was shown
not to originate from cross-talk, and it also remained
when the emitter power was turned o↵, signifying that it
is background rather than signal.

In the Eacc = 6.2 MV/m run, the emitter cavity was
excited using a 1 W amplifier, achieving 0.6 J of stored
energy. During the dark photon search, the receiver
spectrum was well described by a flat background at
�156 dBm of transmitted power Pt and a sharp peak
of Pt = �152 dBm at the cavity frequency, as shown
in Fig. 3. These values correspond to the power trans-
mitted by the receiver cavity and include the 37 dB of
amplification added by the HEMT on the Pt line. The
flat background is consistent with the thermal noise in
the HEMT amplifier, both in its power level and its vari-
ance (sampling over many frequencies).

The origin of the peak was identified to be a leak of
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FIG. 4. The new 95% C.L. exclusion limit on dark photon
parameter space. Our result is shown as the blue curve, where
the region above is excluded. Also shown in gray are existing
limits from the CROWS cavity experiment [8], measurements
of the CMB [18–20], and tests of Coulomb’s law [21, 22].

thermal photons from the receiver input line (used to
align the two cavities). This hypothesis was corroborated
in a subsequent run in which the peak was removed by
adding a 30 dB attenuator on the input line.3

RESULTS

In the absence of a signal, this run was used to set
a leading limit on the dark photon over a wide range
of masses, as shown in Fig. 4. The limit setting proce-
dure is described in the appendix with the experimen-
tal parameter set shown in Table I. The receiver power,
accounting for the power in the ±1.5 Hz of the peak
frequency after considering the amplification and qual-
ity factors in di↵erent subsystems, is �189.8+0.16

�0.17 dBm,
while from the thermal run we know the thermal power
around the peak is �189.6+0.23

�0.24 dBm. This allows us to
put a limit on the signal power arising from a dark pho-
ton for a broad range of masses, predicted using Eq. (2).
In particular, we demand that the signal power not ex-
ceed �189.5 dBm (not adding more than 0.3 dB beyond
the measured �189.6 dBm during the dark photon search
run) at 95% confidence level, using the CLs method [23]
and Eq. (3).
The result is shown in Fig. 4. Our experiment excludes

regions above the solid blue line. Compared to existing
constraints from the cavity LSW experiment CROWS [8],
measurements of the CMB [18–20] (note, however, that

3
The runs with this lower thermal background encountered a

larger cross-talk peak and were thus not used to set the strongest

limit.

A light-shining-through-wall experiment.
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▪ Axion DM search based on the heterodyne 
detection scheme: cavity design is finalized, 
contract for cavity fabrication placed (cavity 
arrival: Fall 2023) 

▪ In preparation for search: 
▪ Working on RF experimental set up and 

read out system 
▪ Addressing experimental challenges such 

as passive dampening of vibrations in LHe 
facility 

▪ Multimode feasibility study 

Multimode searches
Bogorad, et al., PRL, DOI:10.1103/PhysRevLett.123.021801 
Berlin, et al., JHEP, DOI:10.1007/JHEP07 (2020) 088 
Gao & Harnik, JHEP, DOI:10.1007/JHEP07 (2021) 053 
Berlin, et al., arXiv:2203.12714, Snowmass WP (2022) 
Sauls, PTEP, DOI:10.1093/ptep/ptac034 (2022) 
Giaccone, et al., arXiv:2207.11346 (2022)

Axion DM 
search concept

Experimental 
design for MHz 

Axion search

Contacts: Asher Berlin, Bianca Giacone
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Multimode searches
Berlin, et al., JHEP, DOI:10.1007/JHEP07 (2020) 088 
Berlin, et al., arXiv:2203.12714, Snowmass WP (2022) 
Giaccone, et al., arXiv:2207.11346 (2022)Snowmass 2021 White Paper Axion Dark Matter
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Figure 13: (Left) A schematic of the heterodyne/upconversion experimental setup of
Sec. 6.5 (taken from [264]). In an SRF cavity, a pump mode photon of frequency
l0 ⇠ GHz is converted by axion dark matter into a nearly degenerate photon of fre-
quency l1 = l0 +;0. (Right) The projected sensitivity of a superconducting upconversion
setup. As three representative examples, we show the projected sensitivity of a 50L proto-
type, a 1 m3 setup, as well as a futuristic experiment with a total instrumented volume of
5 m3. See text for additional details. Regions motivated by the QCD axion and dark mat-
ter produced by the misalignment mechanism are also shown as orange and blue bands,
respectively.

6.5 SRF Cavities and Related Techniques

The previous subsections describe experiments with static magnetic fields, in which axion
dark matter sources an effective current oscillating with frequency ;0. By contrast, in
the recently proposed heterodyne approach [264–266], a microwave cavity is prepared
by driving a pump mode with nonzero frequency l0 ⇠ 1 GHz � ;0. The dark matter
axion field causes frequency upconversion, driving power into a signal mode with nearly
degenerate frequency l1 ' l0 + ;0 and distinct spatial geometry. This process is efficient
provided that the pump ⌫-field and signal ⇢-field have a large overlap ⌫0 · ⇢1 when inte-
grated over the volume of the cavity. This is the case when the pump and signal modes
are, e.g., low-lying TE and TM modes. A scan over axion masses can be performed over
an extremely large range by only slightly perturbing the cavity geometry, which alters the
splitting l1 � l0. A schematic of the setup is shown in the left panel of Fig. 13.

The upconversion process leads to a GHz frequency axion signal, even for axion fre-
quencies/masses much smaller than 1 GHz ⇠ 1 `eV. Compared to other static field
approaches targeting long wavelength axions, upconverting the signal to GHz frequen-
cies is advantageous. This is because: 1) the signal power is parametrically enhanced by
⇠ GHz/;0 � 1 and 2) high-frequency GHz resonators can couple to very slowly oscillat-
ing axion signals, opening up sensitivity to axion masses below a kHz, a region typically
inaccessible with static field resonators. This signal can be efficiently read out with well-
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Snowmass name:

SRF-m3 

Asher’s proposal:

SuperRAD

Contacts: Asher Berlin, Bianca Giacone



▪ Photon up-conversion due to GW. 
▪ Current axion experiments have sensitivity 

to GHz Gravity waves [1]. 
▪ A dedicated cavity experiment, e.g. MAGO, 

has significant reach at MHz [2]. 
▪ MAGO traveled from INFN to DESY to 

Fermilab for testing 
▪ A Fermilab KEK collaboration to design 

new dedicated broadband cavity.

Gravitational waves
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FIG. 1. Cartoon of a two-spherical-cell setup, illustrating the two coexisting signals. The pump mode E0 of the cavity is

driven at frequency !0 (orange). The incoming gravitational wave of frequency !g either directly couples to the electromagnetic

fields (left inset) or indirectly by exciting the mechanical vibrational modes at frequencies !p (right inset), thereby sourcing

electromagnetic power at !0 ± !g. Thus, the signal mode E1 at frequency !1 is resonantly excited if !g ' |!1 � !0|, which is

read out by a directional coupler centered around !1. The mode profiles of the mechanical vibrations (as indicated by the solid

boundary of the cells) and the electromagnetic modes (orange and blue lines) are shown for an optimal configuration. A scan

across various gravitational wave frequencies amounts to tuning the electromagnetic frequency di↵erence !1 � !0, which can

be performed by, e.g., varying the diameter of the central aperture connecing the two cells.

10 kHz to GHz range. The large quality factors of SRF cavities, Q ⇠ 1011 operating at !0 ⇠ GHz, allow them to act

as e�cient converters of mechanical to EM energy and operate with much smaller readout noise than the mechanical-

EM transducers employed in modern Weber bar experiments [37–40]. In this sense, the optimal setup described here

functions as a Weber bar with significantly reduced EM noise, resulting in increased sensitivity to GW frequencies

that are outside the bandwidth of the mechanical resonance. This is discussed in more detail in Sec. VI. As a result,

even for fixed EM frequency splittings, in which case most GW frequencies can only excite the signal o↵ resonance,

the reduced EM noise allows this setup to potentially operate as an exquisite broadband detector of high-frequency

GWs. In this case, such a search has the added benefit of being sensitive to transient signals that would otherwise be

missed by a scanning experiment. For the analysis in this paper, we will consider spherical-cell SRF cavities (such as

those employed in the MAGO prototype), since their enhanced symmetry allows greater coverage of the GW sky as

well as the availability of analytic results for the various mode profiles.1 However, this setup can be applied to any

cavity geometry, including the elliptical cavities currently used for state-of-the-art SRF systems.

Compared to previous work, we introduce three new results: 1) we compute a new source of signal from the direct

coupling between the GW and the EM energy in the cavity, 2) we discuss the sensitivity of a broadband operation

of the experimental apparatus, where the parameters of the cavity are not resonantly tuned to the GW frequency,

and 3) we analytically determine the GW-mechanical and mechanical-EM coupling for spherical cavities, allowing

us to estimate the sensitivity as a function of the GW’s polarization and direction of propagation. The outline of

this paper is as follows. In Sec. II, we discuss signals arising from either the GW-mechanical or GW-EM coupling.

1 Spherical Weber bars have been studied in, e.g., Refs. [41–46].
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FIG. 5. Reach of a MAGO-like setup to monochromatic GWs. The mechanical (purple) and EM (blue) signals are separated

for visual comparison, but they would both be present in a single experiment. The shaded purple and blue regions labeled

“scanning” and “scanning (EM)” show the sensitivity to mechanical and EM signals, respectively, for a scanning setup in

which the EM mode splitting is matched to the GW frequency, i.e., !1 � !0 = !g and assuming vibrational noise as inferred

by recent Fermilab measurements of cavity microphonics. The solid and dashed light-shaded contours labeled “scanning

(thermal)” and “non-scanning (thermal)” show the sensitivity when vibrational noise is attenuated to its irreducible thermal

value, for a scanning or broadband setup, respectively. In the latter case, the EM mode splitting is fixed to the lowest-lying

mechanical resonance, i.e., !1 � !0 = min !p ⇠ 10 kHz. In the scanning or broadband setup, the time to cover an e-fold in

!g or the total experimental time are fixed to 1 year, respectively. The degree of overcoupling to the readout is optimized for

105
 Qcpl  1010 (fixed to Qcpl = 105) at each frequency for the scanning (non-scanning) projection. Also shown in gray

are existing limits from LIGO-Virgo [67], AURIGA [39, 62, 68], bulk acoustic wave (BAW) resonators [18], and the Holometer

experiment [17]. The green shaded region corresponds to signals generated from superradiant bosonic clouds around black holes

of mass M? ⇠ M� (105 Hz/!g) at a distance of 1 kpc (see Appendix F).

GWs. These include searches performed by LIGO and VIRGO7 [67], the Weber bar experiment AURIGA [39, 62, 68],

the Holometer interferometer [17], and a bulk acoustic wave (BAW) resonant mass antenna [18]. The green shaded

region corresponds to the predicted signal strength of coherent GWs generated from superradiant bosonic clouds

around black holes of mass M? ⇠ M� (105 Hz/!g) at a distance of 1 kpc [28, 69]. We refer the interested reader to

Appendix F for further discussion of such signals.

VI. COMPARISONS TO OTHER EXPERIMENTS

In Fig. 5, we estimated the reach to coherent GWs with amplitude h0. However, to compare to other experimental

setups, it is often more useful to phrase the sensitivity in terms of the “e↵ective noise strain” PSD Snoise

h , since it

7 Note that the reach of LIGO-Virgo cannot be extrapolated beyond ⇠ 10 kHz. Besides the fact that current data is sampled at ⇠ 16 kHz,

there is also a lack of feasible calibration to understand and control the changed optical response at high frequencies. We thank M.

Seglar and O. Piccinni for discussions on this point.

MAGO (INFN)
[1] Phys.Rev.D 105 (2022) 11, 116011 
[2] Phys.Rev.D 108 (2023) 8, 084058

From [2]: sensitivity of MAGO-like setup.
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▪ The most precise theory-experiment comparison in physics: 

▪ SQMS joined the effort, contributed to understanding loss sources.
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FIG. 2. (a) Cryogenic system supports a 50 mK electron trap
upon a 4.2 K solenoid to provide a very stable B. (b) Silver
electrodes of a cylindrical Penning trap. (c) Quantum spin
and cyclotron energy levels used for measurement.

⇢ = xx̂ + yŷ [47]. Cylindrical Penning trap electrodes
[48, 49] (Fig. 2b) with appropriately chosen relative di-
mensions and potentials produce such a potential for a
centered electron, which then oscillates nearly harmoni-
cally along ẑ at the axial frequency ⌫̄z ⇡ 114 MHz. For
B = 5.3 T, the trap-modified cyclotron and anomaly fre-
quencies are ⌫̄c ⇡ 149 GHz and ⌫̄a ⇡ 173 MHz [47]. A
circular magnetron motion at ⌫̄m = 43 kHz is cooled by
axial sideband cooling [47, 50] and its e↵ect is negligi-
ble during the measurement. Figure 2c shows the low-
est cyclotron and spin energy levels and the frequency
spacings, including a relativistic mass shift, �, given by
�/⌫c ⌘ h⌫c/(mc2) ⇡ 10�9 [47, 51].

The lowest cyclotron states for each spin are e↵ectively
stable because the spin is so nearly uncoupled from its
environment [47]. Without a trap, the cyclotron state
n = 1 has a lifetime ��1

c = 0.1 s. With a trap that is also
a low-loss microwave cavity, this rate for the spontaneous
emission of synchrotron radiation is inhibited by a factor
of 50 to 70. Cyclotron excitations can then be detected
before decay, when B is chosen so ⌫̄c is far from resonance
with cavity radiation modes [52]. The cyclotron damp-
ing contributes 0.03 Hz to the cyclotron and anomaly
linewidths (to be discussed), a negligible 0.2 ppt and a
very important 0.2 ppb, respectively. Blackbody photons
that excite n = 0 to n = 1 are eliminated by cooling the
trap cavity below 100 mK [42].

The Brown-Gabrielse invariance theorem [53],

⌫c =
p

⌫̄2c + ⌫̄2z + ⌫̄2m (4)

provides the ⌫c and ⌫a = ⌫s � ⌫c needed in Eq. (3) to
determine µ/µB . It is critical that Eq. (4) is invariant
under unavoidable misalignments of B and the axis of

V , and under elliptic distortions of V . The hierarchy
⌫̄c � ⌫̄z � ⌫̄m � � allows an expansion of Eq. (4) that
su�ces for our precision to be inserted in Eq. (3), so

� µ

µB
=

g

2
' 1 +

⌫̄a � ⌫̄2z/(2f̄c)

f̄c + 3�/2 + ⌫̄2z/(2f̄c)
+

�gcav
2

, (5)

with ⌫̄a and f̄c (defined in Fig. 2c) to be deduced with
⌫̄z from measured line shapes. The added cavity-shift
�gcav/2 arises because the cyclotron frequency couples
to radiation modes of the trap cavity, shifting both ⌫̄c
and ⌫̄a [54, 55]. This g/2 measurement correction and its
uncertainty are not reduced or evaded by a g � 2 mea-
surement. They must be determined and corrected at
the full 10�13 precision of µ/µB .
To measure the ⌫̄z needed in Eq. (5), the current in-

duced in the electrodes by the axial oscillation is sent
through a resonant circuit that is the input of a cryo-
genic HEMT amplifier. The 1-minute Fourier transform
of the amplifier output in Fig. 3c illustrates the Johnson
noise and electron signal canceling to make a dip that re-
veals ⌫̄z [56]. Energy loss in the circuit damps the axial
motion with a time constant ��1

z = 32 ms. The amplifier
heats the electron axial motion to Tz = 0.5 K.
Small shifts in ⌫̄z provide quantum nondemolition de-

tection (QND) of one-quantum spin and cyclotron jumps,
without the detection changing the cyclotron or spin
state. Saturated nickel rings (Fig. 2b) produce a mag-
netic bottle gradient, �B = B2

⇥
(z2 � ⇢2/2)ẑ � z⇢⇢̂

⇤

with B2 = 300 T/m2. This couples spin and cyclotron
energies to ⌫̄z, which then shifts by �⌫̄z ⇡ 1.3 (n +ms)
Hz. (The B2 and �⌫̄z are 5 and 3 times smaller than
used previously [37].) To rapidly detect jumps after the
cyclotron and anomaly drives are turned o↵, the ampli-
fied signal is immediately fed back to the electron. This
self-excited oscillator (SEO) [57] resonantly and rapidly
drives itself to a large amplitude even if ⌫̄z shifts with am-
plitude, whereupon the gain is adjusted to maintain the
amplitude. A Fourier transform of the large signal reveals
the small �⌫̄z that signals cyclotron and spin jumps.
Quantum jump spectroscopy produces anomaly and

cyclotron resonances (Fig. 3a-b) from which to extract
⌫̄a and f̄c to use in Eq. (5). Cyclotron and anomaly
quantum jump trials are alternated. The magnetic field
drift of 0.2 ppb/hr in the new apparatus is slow enough to
correct using a quadratic fit to the lowest cyclotron drive
frequencies that produce excitations. Each cyclotron
and anomaly quantum jump trial starts with resonant
anomaly and cyclotron drives that prepare the electron
in the spin-up ground state, |n = 0,ms = 1/2i, followed
by 1 s of axial magnetron sideband cooling [47, 50].
Cyclotron jumps to n = 1 are driven by a 5 s mi-

crowave drive injected between trap electrodes (Fig. 2b),
with an o↵-resonance anomaly drive also applied. Jumps
occur in less than 20% of the trials to avoid saturation ef-
fects. Cavity-inhibited spontaneous emission [52] makes

Electron magnetic moment (g-2)e:   
The quantum state of a single electron in a 
trap is monitored via a QND measurement.
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a new method of observing the decay time of an electron
exited to nc ⇡ 10.

A renormalized calculation [54, 55] with added cy-
clotron damping [37, 59] avoids the infinite cavity shifts
that result from summing all mode contributions. This
calculation assumes the mode frequencies of a perfect
cylinder, one Q for TE modes, and another for TM
modes. We calculate with dimensions chosen to best
match observed frequencies and a single Q value for all
modes. After shifts from the 72 observed modes using the
ideal frequencies and the one Q value are subtracted out,
contributions for these modes using measured frequencies
andQ values are added back in. The leading contribution
to cavity shift uncertainties comes from modifications of
the field that an electron sees from imperfections and
misalignments of the trap cavity. Figure 4a shows the
consistency of µ/µB determinations at 11 di↵erent mag-
netic fields, after each receives a di↵erent cavity shift.

A weighted average of the 11 determinations gives

� µ

µB
=

g

2
= 1.001 159 652 180 59 (13) [0.13 ppt], (6)

with 1� uncertainty in the last two digits in parenthe-
ses. Figure 1 shows the good agreement of this 2022
determination at Northwestern with our 2008 determi-
nation at Harvard [37] and an uncertainty that is im-
proved by a factor of 2.2. Because uncertainty correla-
tions from similar measurement methods are di�cult to
determine, we do not recommend averaging our two de-
terminations. Table I lists uncertainty contributions to
the final result. The statistical uncertainty is from the
fits that extract f̄c and ⌫̄a. The two dominant uncertain-
ties have been discussed – cyclotron broadening and cav-
ity shifts (treated as correlated for nearby fields). The
nuclear paramagnetism uncertainty is based upon the
measured temperature fluctuations of the silver trap elec-
trodes. The anomaly power shift uncertainty comes from
the measured frequency dependence on drive strength.

TABLE I. Largest uncertainties for g/2.

Source Uncertainty⇥1013

statistical 0.29
cyclotron broadening 0.94
cavity correction 0.90

nuclear paramagnetism 0.12
anomaly power shift 0.10
magnetic field drift 0.09

total 1.3

Several SM sectors together predict

g

2
= 1 +C2

⇣↵
⇡

⌘
+ C4

⇣↵
⇡

⌘2
+ C6

⇣↵
⇡

⌘3
+ C8

⇣↵
⇡

⌘4

+ C10

⇣↵
⇡

⌘5
+ ...+ aµ⌧ + ahadronic + aweak. (7)

The Dirac prediction [20] is first on the right. QED pro-
vides the asymptotic series in powers of ↵, along with the

muon and tauon contributions aµ⌧ [38]. The constants
C2 [21], C4 [22, 23], C6 [24, 25] and C8 [26] are calculated
exactly, but require measured lepton mass ratios as input
[29]. The measurements are so precise that a numerically
calculated tenth order C10 [27, 28] is required and tested.
A second evaluation of C10 [39] di↵ers slightly for reasons
not yet understood and the open points in Figs. 1 and 5
use this alternative. Hadronic and weak interaction con-
tributions are ahadronic [30–32] and aweak [33–36]. The
exact C8 and the numerical C10 are remarkable advances
that reduce the calculation uncertainty well below the
uncertainties reported for the measured µ/µB and ↵.
The most precise ↵ measurements [40, 41], needed for

the SM prediction of g/2 in Eq. (7), disagree by 5.5 �,
about ten times our measurement uncertainty (Fig. 1).
Until the discrepancy is resolved, the best that can be
said is that the predicted and measured µ/µB agree to
about �(g/2) = 0.7 ⇥ 10�12, half of the ↵ discrepancy.
A generic chiral symmetry model [63] then suggests that
the electron radius is less than Re =

p
|�(g/2)|~/(mc) =

3.2⇥10�19 m, and that the mass of possible electron con-
stituents must exceedm⇤ = m/

p
|�(g/2)| = 620 GeV/c2.

If �(g/2) would equal our µ/µB determination uncer-
tainty, then Re = 1.4⇥ 10�19 m and m⇤ = 1.4 TeV/c2.
A 2.2 times reduced �(g/2) would bring us to the level

of the intriguing 4.2 standard deviation discrepancy be-
tween the measured and predicted muon magnetic mo-
ment [43, 64]. The muon’s BSM sensitivity, expected to
be 40,000 times higher (the ratio of muon and electron
masses), is largely o↵set by our 3150 times smaller un-
certainty.

0 50 100 150 200
910× - 137. 035 999 000) -1α(

Cs
Rb
g/2(2008) with SM
g/2(2022) with SM

1− 0.5− 0 0.5    ppb

FIG. 5. SM prediction of ↵ using µ/µB from this Northwest-
ern measurement (red), and from our 2008 Harvard measure-
ment (blue), with solid and open points for slightly di↵ering
C10 [38, 39]. The ↵ measurements (black) were made with Cs
at Berkeley [40] and Rb in Paris [41]. A ppb is 10�9.

The fine structure constant ↵ is the fundamental mea-
sure of the strength of the electromagnetic interaction
in the low energy limit. For the SI system of units,
↵ = e2/(4⇡✏0~c) is a measure of the vacuum permittivity
✏0, given that and e, ~ and the speed of light c are now
defined [65]. Our µ/µB and the SM give

↵�1 = 137.035 999 166 (02) (15) [0.014 ppb] [0.11 ppb],

= 137.035 999 166 (15) [0.11 ppb], (8)

with theoretical and experimental uncertainties in the
first and second brackets. Figure 5 compares to the ↵
measurements (black) that disagree with each other by

▪ SQMS bonus: We also found that a single-
electron qubit is a sensitive DM search in a 
challenging frequency range! 

▪ Theory + proof-of-concept!                                 

Phys.Rev.Lett. 129 (2022) 26, 261801  
(a new NU-Stanford-Fermilab collaboration)
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FIG. 5. (a) The new experimental limit on DPDM with 90 % confidence level. In a narrow frequency band, the exclusion
limit from this work is about 75 times better than the existing constraints from XENON1T (hatched) [75–77] and DM cosmol-
ogy (dashed) [10]. (b) Possible sensitivity with a dedicated apparatus (blue) is compared to the limits from DOSUE [46] and
Tokyo [48].

proposal and demonstration thus open a new direction
for DPDM searches.
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QIS relies on extending the QFT formalism to devices that impose boundary 
conditions onto quantum fields. 

The low energy EFT of devices. For me, its is particle physics on small scales. 

BSM extensions of optics are simple well motivated targets, both linear and 
nonlinear. 

Several ongoing and proposed efforts at SQMS and Fermilab.                          
It is great to see the complementarity!

To Summarize
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FIG. 2. (a) Cryogenic system supports a 50 mK electron trap
upon a 4.2 K solenoid to provide a very stable B. (b) Silver
electrodes of a cylindrical Penning trap. (c) Quantum spin
and cyclotron energy levels used for measurement.

⇢ = xx̂ + yŷ [47]. Cylindrical Penning trap electrodes
[48, 49] (Fig. 2b) with appropriately chosen relative di-
mensions and potentials produce such a potential for a
centered electron, which then oscillates nearly harmoni-
cally along ẑ at the axial frequency ⌫̄z ⇡ 114 MHz. For
B = 5.3 T, the trap-modified cyclotron and anomaly fre-
quencies are ⌫̄c ⇡ 149 GHz and ⌫̄a ⇡ 173 MHz [47]. A
circular magnetron motion at ⌫̄m = 43 kHz is cooled by
axial sideband cooling [47, 50] and its e↵ect is negligi-
ble during the measurement. Figure 2c shows the low-
est cyclotron and spin energy levels and the frequency
spacings, including a relativistic mass shift, �, given by
�/⌫c ⌘ h⌫c/(mc2) ⇡ 10�9 [47, 51].

The lowest cyclotron states for each spin are e↵ectively
stable because the spin is so nearly uncoupled from its
environment [47]. Without a trap, the cyclotron state
n = 1 has a lifetime ��1

c = 0.1 s. With a trap that is also
a low-loss microwave cavity, this rate for the spontaneous
emission of synchrotron radiation is inhibited by a factor
of 50 to 70. Cyclotron excitations can then be detected
before decay, when B is chosen so ⌫̄c is far from resonance
with cavity radiation modes [52]. The cyclotron damp-
ing contributes 0.03 Hz to the cyclotron and anomaly
linewidths (to be discussed), a negligible 0.2 ppt and a
very important 0.2 ppb, respectively. Blackbody photons
that excite n = 0 to n = 1 are eliminated by cooling the
trap cavity below 100 mK [42].

The Brown-Gabrielse invariance theorem [53],

⌫c =
p

⌫̄2c + ⌫̄2z + ⌫̄2m (4)

provides the ⌫c and ⌫a = ⌫s � ⌫c needed in Eq. (3) to
determine µ/µB . It is critical that Eq. (4) is invariant
under unavoidable misalignments of B and the axis of

V , and under elliptic distortions of V . The hierarchy
⌫̄c � ⌫̄z � ⌫̄m � � allows an expansion of Eq. (4) that
su�ces for our precision to be inserted in Eq. (3), so

� µ

µB
=

g

2
' 1 +

⌫̄a � ⌫̄2z/(2f̄c)

f̄c + 3�/2 + ⌫̄2z/(2f̄c)
+

�gcav
2

, (5)

with ⌫̄a and f̄c (defined in Fig. 2c) to be deduced with
⌫̄z from measured line shapes. The added cavity-shift
�gcav/2 arises because the cyclotron frequency couples
to radiation modes of the trap cavity, shifting both ⌫̄c
and ⌫̄a [54, 55]. This g/2 measurement correction and its
uncertainty are not reduced or evaded by a g � 2 mea-
surement. They must be determined and corrected at
the full 10�13 precision of µ/µB .
To measure the ⌫̄z needed in Eq. (5), the current in-

duced in the electrodes by the axial oscillation is sent
through a resonant circuit that is the input of a cryo-
genic HEMT amplifier. The 1-minute Fourier transform
of the amplifier output in Fig. 3c illustrates the Johnson
noise and electron signal canceling to make a dip that re-
veals ⌫̄z [56]. Energy loss in the circuit damps the axial
motion with a time constant ��1

z = 32 ms. The amplifier
heats the electron axial motion to Tz = 0.5 K.
Small shifts in ⌫̄z provide quantum nondemolition de-

tection (QND) of one-quantum spin and cyclotron jumps,
without the detection changing the cyclotron or spin
state. Saturated nickel rings (Fig. 2b) produce a mag-
netic bottle gradient, �B = B2

⇥
(z2 � ⇢2/2)ẑ � z⇢⇢̂

⇤

with B2 = 300 T/m2. This couples spin and cyclotron
energies to ⌫̄z, which then shifts by �⌫̄z ⇡ 1.3 (n +ms)
Hz. (The B2 and �⌫̄z are 5 and 3 times smaller than
used previously [37].) To rapidly detect jumps after the
cyclotron and anomaly drives are turned o↵, the ampli-
fied signal is immediately fed back to the electron. This
self-excited oscillator (SEO) [57] resonantly and rapidly
drives itself to a large amplitude even if ⌫̄z shifts with am-
plitude, whereupon the gain is adjusted to maintain the
amplitude. A Fourier transform of the large signal reveals
the small �⌫̄z that signals cyclotron and spin jumps.
Quantum jump spectroscopy produces anomaly and

cyclotron resonances (Fig. 3a-b) from which to extract
⌫̄a and f̄c to use in Eq. (5). Cyclotron and anomaly
quantum jump trials are alternated. The magnetic field
drift of 0.2 ppb/hr in the new apparatus is slow enough to
correct using a quadratic fit to the lowest cyclotron drive
frequencies that produce excitations. Each cyclotron
and anomaly quantum jump trial starts with resonant
anomaly and cyclotron drives that prepare the electron
in the spin-up ground state, |n = 0,ms = 1/2i, followed
by 1 s of axial magnetron sideband cooling [47, 50].
Cyclotron jumps to n = 1 are driven by a 5 s mi-

crowave drive injected between trap electrodes (Fig. 2b),
with an o↵-resonance anomaly drive also applied. Jumps
occur in less than 20% of the trials to avoid saturation ef-
fects. Cavity-inhibited spontaneous emission [52] makes
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Figure 1: A schematic sketch of the SPDC proscess (top) and the dark SPDC process (bottom).
The frequency of the signal photon in dSPDC will differ from the standard case due to the different
dispersion relations of the produced dark state as compared to the idler photon.

detection of, say, the signal photon one can infer the presence and properties of the idler [6]. The
process of SPDC can be described by an effective Hamiltonian (see e.g. [6, 7])

HSPDC =

Z

crystal
d
3
~x

⇣
�
(2)
jklEjEkEl

⌘
, (1)

where we have used an index notation for the electric field Ej ⌘ ~E to more easily represent the
contraction with the second order susceptibility tensor �

(2)
jkl in the nonlinear optics crystal. The

susceptibility tensor, and the indices of refraction for pump, signal and idler photons, np, ns and
ni determine the differential and total rates of di-photon production. The fully differential rate
includes correlations among the energy, momenta, and polarizations of the photon pairs. For
particle physicists who are accustomed to working in the vacuum, the conversion (or decay) of a
single pump photon into a photon pair would normally be deemed both kinematically inaccessible
and disallowed by charge conjugation. For these readers we stress that SPDC is kinematically
possible thanks to the nontrivial dispersion of photons and that charge conjugation is broken by
the presence of a crystal without an anti-crystal. In addition, a second order susceptibility �

(2) is
only present in crystal structures that violate parity.

In this work we propose to search for dark SPDC (dSPDC), in which the idler photon is replaced
by a new light state, such as an axion or dark photons.

Axions : The axion, or axion-like particle (we will use the two terms interchangeably), is a light
pseuodscalar field �a

1. Its interaction with photons are described by the Hamiltonian (for a review
see [?])

Haxion =

Z

crystal
d
3
~x

⇣
ga� �a

~E · ~B

⌘
(2)

where we have deliberately taken the spatial integral only over the volume of an optical crystal,
even though it also extends outside the crystal. The reason is that our dSPDC process will be
kinematically possible, phase matching will be attainable, only within a bi-refringent crystal in
which ns > np. It is interesting to note the similarity of the two Hamiltonians in Equations (1)
and (2). Both Hamiltonain are non-linear. Both interaction can couple a pump photon to a signal
photon and a third light field, either an idler or an axion. The presence of the B-field in the axion
hamiltonian simply means a particular relationship between the pump and signal polarization
(indeed, the magnetic field is absent from Equation (1) only by convention). We will show that
an axion can be searched for using dSPDC in a material that is bi-refringent, but purely optically
linear.

Dark Photons: The dark photon [?] is a new massive U(1) gauge boson which can be written
as a vector potential A

0
µ which leads to dark electric and magnetic fields ~E

0 and ~B
0. The dark

1Since creation and annihilation operators are about to make an appearance, we will be calling the axion field
�a instead of the traditional a.
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We can add higher dim operators. For example, in optics

2 Two More Introductions

The dSPDC process is a nonlinear optics effect which shares many features with a decay in particle
physics. The notion that a photon would decay, and more so to a massive particle, may seem foreign
to a particle physicist. An optics person may be unfamiliar with the notion of a dark particle, such
as an axion or dark photon. To set the stage we thus present two introductions of the relevant
concepts.

2.1 Optics and Nonlinear Optics through a Particle Physics Lens
Optics is the effective field theory (EFT) of light traveling in a medium. Optical light is in frequency
regime set by, say, an atomic or molecular excitation in a laser. In this regime, the wavelength of
light is around the micron scale and is much longer than the characteristic inter atomic distance
of an angstrom,

�light � aBohr . (1)

Parametrically, this hierarchy of length scales exists because typical atomic binding energies are set
by ↵

2
me, while the Bohr radius by ↵me. As a result, though the amplitude for forward scattering off

of a single atom is small, a coherent interaction with a multitude of atoms can have a large (order
one) effect. Rather than describing the interaction of light with atoms, the hierarchy of length
scales allows to write a macroscopic effective theory of light interacting with the spatially averaged
atomic quantities namely the polarization and magnetization densities (e.g. [13]). In addition to
the simplification of the description from microphysical to to macroscopic (and hence less) degrees
of freedom, this allows to use a multipole expansion of the charge and current densities, in which
polarization P and magnetization M are just the leading terms in a derivative expansion.

We focus here on the limit of non-absorptive media, where the frequency of light is lower than
the typical atomic energy levels in the crystal. The on-shell atomic degrees of freedom may be
integrated out in this effective theory and the medium effects manifest themselves in modified
dispersion relations

! =
|~k|

n
, (2)

where we set the speed of light to unity and n is the index of refraction. An index of refraction
that is different than 1 changes the relationship of energy and momentum for on-shell photons
and thus can change the kinematics of any process with photons in the initial or final state.
Indices of refraction can depend on frequency (as in dispersive media) and on polarization (as in
birefringence) and thus can be different for initial and final state photons in the same medium.
An analogy to flavor physics is in order. In an EFT of a birefringent medium, for example, two
photons of different polarizations can be thought of as completely different particles not unlike a
particle physicist thinks of the electron and the muon. They are orthogonal degrees of freedom
and have different dispersion relations. The different dispersion allows for the decay of one into
the other (in association with other fields) while conserving energy and momentum. In optics the
requirement for energy and momentum to be conserved, including the effects of refraction, are
known as phase matching conditions and will be discussed in the next section.

From the EFT perspective, to further borrow terms from the lexicon of particle physics, an
index of refraction appear at the renormalizable level of the EFT and hence are the dominant effect
in optics. The conversion, or decay, of a photon can proceed through a nonlinear interaction. This
appears beyond lowest order in powers of the inverse cutoff as higher dimensional operators to
the optical EFT. In nonlinear optics the anharmonic response of the material induces such higher
dimensional operators (see e.g. [14, 15]). For example, at dimension six we can write1

HSPDC =

Z

crystal
d
3
~x

⇣
�

(2)
jklEjEkEl

⌘
, (3)

where we have used an index notation for the electric field Ej ⌘ ~E to more easily represent the
contraction with the second order susceptibility tensor �

(2)
jkl in the nonlinear optics crystal. We

note that Equation (3) violates both charge conjugation (Furry’s theorem in particle parlance) and
spatial parity. Charge conjugation is broken by virtue of the optical crystal being made of matter,

1We labeled this Hamiltonian as SPDC because that is how it is used in this work. This interaction, however
can lead to many other phenomena, such as sum and difference frequency generation, frequency doubling, etc.

3

and not anti-matter. Parity implies that the �
(2) interaction can be sizable only in crystals that

are not mirror symmetric. One can go further in the EFT expansion to dimension eight and write
the Hamiltonian for four-wave mixing

H4-wave =

Z

crystal
d
3
~x

⇣
�

(3)
jklEjEkElEm

⌘
, (4)

with �
(3) a tensor representing the third order susceptibility. As opposed to �

(2), four-wave mixing
is not forbidden by parity or charge conjugation.

The size of the higher order susceptibilities can be estimated by a naive dimensional analysis
argument. Given that the origin of the higher order terms are the background atoms in the crystal,
each of the Hamiltonian terms, equations (3) and (4) will be as important as that of the preceding
order when the electric field is of order the typical electric field in an atom Eatom ⇠ e/4⇡a

2
0, where

a0 = 1/↵me is the Bohr radius. Here it was assumed that the atoms are tightly packed, as in a
solid or a liquid. This leads to susceptibilities of order

�
(2)

⇠

p
4⇡

↵5/2m2
e

(5)

�
(3)

⇠
4⇡

↵5m4
e

(6)

which is a reasonable order-of-magnitude estimate for many materials. It is interesting to compare
the size of these effective interactions to the corresponding effects in vacuum. Since QED preserves
parity and charge conjugation, there is no three-photon vertex in vacuum. However, integrating
out the electron in QED leads to the Euler-Heisenberg interaction, an effective four photon vertex
The coefficient of the E

4 the coefficient of which is 2↵
2
/45m

4
e, many orders of magnitude smaller

than equation (6).
SPDC, which is sketched in the colinear configuration at the top of Figure 1, is the decay process

mediated by the interaction in Equation (3). A pump photon converts to a final state of a signal and
an idler photon. It is made kinematically possible by the non-trivial indices of refraction, namely
when phase matching can be achieved. The susceptibility tensor, and the indices of refraction for
pump, signal and idler photons determine the differential and total rates of di-photon production.
The fully differential rate includes correlations among the energy, momenta, and polarizations of
the photon pairs.

2.2 Axions and Dark Photons through an Optics Lens
In this work we consider two extensions of the standard model that can be probed with the dSPDC
process, axion-like particles and dark photons. Both axions and dark photons are extensions of the
standard model with light particles that interact with photons and thus can take part in optical
phenomena. Since we will often be treating both these cases together, we will collectively call
the axion or dark photon a dark particle, represented by '. In discussions and equations that
apply just to the axions or just dark photons we will use �a for the axion field or A

0
µ for the dark

photon vector field (or primes in general for the dark electric or magnetic fields). For both cases '

interacts with matter extremely weakly and thus has an effective index of refraction of one in the
case in which the new particle is nearly massless (much lighter than the typical optical frequency).
Including the mass, the axion or dark photon dispersion relation is that of a regular free relativistic
massive particle

!
2
' = k

2
' + m

2
' . (7)

The two models, however differ in the way in which the dark particle interacts with photons, one
being a linear extension of optics and the other nonlinear. We discuss the two models in turn:

The axion - a nonlinear extension of optics: The axion, or axion-like particle (we will use
the two terms interchangeably), is a light pseuodscalar field �a

2. Its interaction with photons are
described by the Hamiltonian (for a review see [16])

Haxion =

Z

crystal
d
3
~x

⇣
ga� �a

~E · ~B

⌘
. (8)

2Since creation and annihilation operators are about to make an appearance, we will be calling the axion field
�a instead of the traditional a.
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2 Two More Introductions

The dSPDC process is a nonlinear optics effect which shares many features with a decay in particle
physics. The notion that a photon would decay, and more so to a massive particle, may seem foreign
to a particle physicist. An optics person may be unfamiliar with the notion of a dark particle, such
as an axion or dark photon. To set the stage we thus present two introductions of the relevant
concepts.

2.1 Optics and Nonlinear Optics through a Particle Physics Lens
Optics is the effective field theory (EFT) of light traveling in a medium. Optical light is in frequency
regime set by, say, an atomic or molecular excitation in a laser. In this regime, the wavelength of
light is around the micron scale and is much longer than the characteristic inter atomic distance
of an angstrom,

�light � aBohr . (1)

Parametrically, this hierarchy of length scales exists because typical atomic binding energies are set
by ↵

2
me, while the Bohr radius by ↵me. As a result, though the amplitude for forward scattering off

of a single atom is small, a coherent interaction with a multitude of atoms can have a large (order
one) effect. Rather than describing the interaction of light with atoms, the hierarchy of length
scales allows to write a macroscopic effective theory of light interacting with the spatially averaged
atomic quantities namely the polarization and magnetization densities (e.g. [13]). In addition to
the simplification of the description from microphysical to to macroscopic (and hence less) degrees
of freedom, this allows to use a multipole expansion of the charge and current densities, in which
polarization P and magnetization M are just the leading terms in a derivative expansion.

We focus here on the limit of non-absorptive media, where the frequency of light is lower than
the typical atomic energy levels in the crystal. The on-shell atomic degrees of freedom may be
integrated out in this effective theory and the medium effects manifest themselves in modified
dispersion relations
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where we set the speed of light to unity and n is the index of refraction. An index of refraction
that is different than 1 changes the relationship of energy and momentum for on-shell photons
and thus can change the kinematics of any process with photons in the initial or final state.
Indices of refraction can depend on frequency (as in dispersive media) and on polarization (as in
birefringence) and thus can be different for initial and final state photons in the same medium.
An analogy to flavor physics is in order. In an EFT of a birefringent medium, for example, two
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dimensional operators (see e.g. [14, 15]). For example, at dimension six we can write1
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where we have used an index notation for the electric field Ej ⌘ ~E to more easily represent the
contraction with the second order susceptibility tensor �

(2)
jkl in the nonlinear optics crystal. We

note that Equation (3) violates both charge conjugation (Furry’s theorem in particle parlance) and
spatial parity. Charge conjugation is broken by virtue of the optical crystal being made of matter,

1We labeled this Hamiltonian as SPDC because that is how it is used in this work. This interaction, however
can lead to many other phenomena, such as sum and difference frequency generation, frequency doubling, etc.
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and not anti-matter. Parity implies that the �
(2) interaction can be sizable only in crystals that

are not mirror symmetric. One can go further in the EFT expansion to dimension eight and write
the Hamiltonian for four-wave mixing
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with �
(3) a tensor representing the third order susceptibility. As opposed to �

(2), four-wave mixing
is not forbidden by parity or charge conjugation.

The size of the higher order susceptibilities can be estimated by a naive dimensional analysis
argument. Given that the origin of the higher order terms are the background atoms in the crystal,
each of the Hamiltonian terms, equations (3) and (4) will be as important as that of the preceding
order when the electric field is of order the typical electric field in an atom Eatom ⇠ e/4⇡a
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0, where

a0 = 1/↵me is the Bohr radius. Here it was assumed that the atoms are tightly packed, as in a
solid or a liquid. This leads to susceptibilities of order
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which is a reasonable order-of-magnitude estimate for many materials. It is interesting to compare
the size of these effective interactions to the corresponding effects in vacuum. Since QED preserves
parity and charge conjugation, there is no three-photon vertex in vacuum. However, integrating
out the electron in QED leads to the Euler-Heisenberg interaction, an effective four photon vertex
The coefficient of the E
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4
e, many orders of magnitude smaller

than equation (6).
SPDC, which is sketched in the colinear configuration at the top of Figure 1, is the decay process

mediated by the interaction in Equation (3). A pump photon converts to a final state of a signal and
an idler photon. It is made kinematically possible by the non-trivial indices of refraction, namely
when phase matching can be achieved. The susceptibility tensor, and the indices of refraction for
pump, signal and idler photons determine the differential and total rates of di-photon production.
The fully differential rate includes correlations among the energy, momenta, and polarizations of
the photon pairs.

2.2 Axions and Dark Photons through an Optics Lens
In this work we consider two extensions of the standard model that can be probed with the dSPDC
process, axion-like particles and dark photons. Both axions and dark photons are extensions of the
standard model with light particles that interact with photons and thus can take part in optical
phenomena. Since we will often be treating both these cases together, we will collectively call
the axion or dark photon a dark particle, represented by '. In discussions and equations that
apply just to the axions or just dark photons we will use �a for the axion field or A

0
µ for the dark

photon vector field (or primes in general for the dark electric or magnetic fields). For both cases '

interacts with matter extremely weakly and thus has an effective index of refraction of one in the
case in which the new particle is nearly massless (much lighter than the typical optical frequency).
Including the mass, the axion or dark photon dispersion relation is that of a regular free relativistic
massive particle
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The two models, however differ in the way in which the dark particle interacts with photons, one
being a linear extension of optics and the other nonlinear. We discuss the two models in turn:

The axion - a nonlinear extension of optics: The axion, or axion-like particle (we will use
the two terms interchangeably), is a light pseuodscalar field �a

2. Its interaction with photons are
described by the Hamiltonian (for a review see [16])
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2Since creation and annihilation operators are about to make an appearance, we will be calling the axion field
�a instead of the traditional a.
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The two models, however differ in the way in which the dark particle interacts with photons, one
being a linear extension of optics and the other nonlinear. We discuss the two models in turn:

The axion - a nonlinear extension of optics: The axion, or axion-like particle (we will use
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Estimate χ’s in naive dimensional analysis:

When the field is set to that in an atom, we set (Dim-4 ~ Dim-6 ~ Dim-8):

(by comparison, in vacuum               ) 
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Axions - A nonlinear extension of QED
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Pecci and Quinn (77)

Introduce a field: 〈a〉→ 0 dynamically.

Naturally, one would also expect:
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Axion phenomenology w/ background B field is similar to dark photon. Mixing:

J(t)B

Photons polarized 
along a B field can 
mix with axions.



Optics
The EFT of light traveling through a medium, made of atoms:
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Optics
The EFT of light traveling through a medium, made of atoms:
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Figure1:AschematicsketchofthecolinearconfigurationoftheSPDCprocess(top)andthe
darkSPDCprocess(bottom).ThefrequencyofthesignalphotonindSPDCwilldifferfromthe
standardcaseduetothedifferentdispersionrelationsoftheproduceddarkstateascomparedto
theidlerphoton.Theratesfortheseprocessesgrowwiththecrystallengths.

oflongrangeinteractions.Sincebyassumptionsuchparticlesinteractwithlight,opticalsystems
arenaturalarenastosearchthem.

Searchingforaxionsanddarkphotonsinthelabrequirestheproductionofthesestates,aswell
asawaytodiscernthattheproductiontookplace.Thecanonicalmethodforthisisalight-shining
through-wall(LSW)setup.Intheseexperimentsalargenumberofphotonsareproducedandkept
ononesideofanopaquebarrier,orwall.Foraxionsearchesalargemagneticfieldisappliedon
bothsidesofthewall.Adetectorontheothersideofthebarriersearchesforphotonsthat“shined”
throughthewall,byconvertingtoanaxionononesideofthebarrierandconvertedbackonthe
other.Theprobabilityforeachconversionscalesastheaxion-photoncouplingsquared,givinga
totalsignalratescalinglikethesmallcouplingraisedtothe4thpower.Asimilarsetupwithout
themagneticfieldcanbeusedtosearchfordarkphotons.Severalpastandongoingexperiments
fallunderthiscatergory,includingALPS[6],OSQAR[7],APLS2[8]intheopticalregime,and
CROWS[9]andDarkSRF[10,11]inthemicrowave.TheCASTexperiment,whichsearchesfor
x-raysoriginatingfromthesolarcoreissimilartoaLSWexperimentinthatdarkparticlesallow
photonstoarrivefromanenclosedarea(theSolarcore)toadetector.Itthushasasimilarsignal
scalingof(coupling)4.Anotableandinterestingexceptionaresearchesforvacuumbirefringence,
inonelooksfordifferencesinthedispersionoflightwithdifferentpolarizations,suchasinthe
PVLASexperiment.Suchaneffectcanariseduetoanaxiondegreeoffreedom,andbecauseit
probestheforwardamplitude,itscalesas(coupling)2.

Inarecentpaperweproposedanewsearchstrategyforaxionsordarkphotons.InDark
SpontaneousParametricDownConversion(dSPDC)[12]anAxionoradarkphotonisproduced
byanincominglaserinassociationwithasignalphoton.Thenewdarkstategoesundetected,
butitspresencecanbeheraldedbythemeasurementofthesignalphoton.Thefrequency,an-
gulardirection,andpolarizationofthesignalmayallowtodistinguishthedSPDCsignalfrom
backgrounds.ThedSPDSprocessisinspiredandsharesmanyfeatureswiththereguylarSPDC
processinwhichapumpphotondownconvertsintoasignalphotonandanaccompanying.

InthisworkwewillfurtherexplorethedSPDCprocessinopticalwaveguides.Indeed,waveg-
uidesaresomeofthebrightestsourcesofSPDCphotonpairsthankstotheconfinementofthe
opticalmodestoatightregionandalongthefulllengthoftheconversionregion.Asketchof
waveguidedSPDCanddSPDCisshownisFigure1.Apumplasertraversesawaveguideoflength
Landundergoesdown-conversion(ordecay)intoasignalphotonandanidler,whichisanother
photonforSPDCoradarkparticlefordSPDC.Thisprocessiskinematicallyforbiddeninvacuum,
asamasslessphotoncannotdecayintoanothermasslessparticleamassiveparticlewhileconserv-
ingenergyandmomentum.Howeverinanopticalmediumenergyandmomentumconservation
isrepresentedbyphasematchingconditionswhichcanbesatisfiedinwiththerightdispersion
relation.

Thispaperisstructredasfollows...
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The EFT of light traveling through a medium, made of atoms:
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Figure1:AschematicsketchofthecolinearconfigurationoftheSPDCprocess(top)andthe
darkSPDCprocess(bottom).ThefrequencyofthesignalphotonindSPDCwilldifferfromthe
standardcaseduetothedifferentdispersionrelationsoftheproduceddarkstateascomparedto
theidlerphoton.Theratesfortheseprocessesgrowwiththecrystallengths.

oflongrangeinteractions.Sincebyassumptionsuchparticlesinteractwithlight,opticalsystems
arenaturalarenastosearchthem.

Searchingforaxionsanddarkphotonsinthelabrequirestheproductionofthesestates,aswell
asawaytodiscernthattheproductiontookplace.Thecanonicalmethodforthisisalight-shining
through-wall(LSW)setup.Intheseexperimentsalargenumberofphotonsareproducedandkept
ononesideofanopaquebarrier,orwall.Foraxionsearchesalargemagneticfieldisappliedon
bothsidesofthewall.Adetectorontheothersideofthebarriersearchesforphotonsthat“shined”
throughthewall,byconvertingtoanaxionononesideofthebarrierandconvertedbackonthe
other.Theprobabilityforeachconversionscalesastheaxion-photoncouplingsquared,givinga
totalsignalratescalinglikethesmallcouplingraisedtothe4thpower.Asimilarsetupwithout
themagneticfieldcanbeusedtosearchfordarkphotons.Severalpastandongoingexperiments
fallunderthiscatergory,includingALPS[6],OSQAR[7],APLS2[8]intheopticalregime,and
CROWS[9]andDarkSRF[10,11]inthemicrowave.TheCASTexperiment,whichsearchesfor
x-raysoriginatingfromthesolarcoreissimilartoaLSWexperimentinthatdarkparticlesallow
photonstoarrivefromanenclosedarea(theSolarcore)toadetector.Itthushasasimilarsignal
scalingof(coupling)4.Anotableandinterestingexceptionaresearchesforvacuumbirefringence,
inonelooksfordifferencesinthedispersionoflightwithdifferentpolarizations,suchasinthe
PVLASexperiment.Suchaneffectcanariseduetoanaxiondegreeoffreedom,andbecauseit
probestheforwardamplitude,itscalesas(coupling)2.

Inarecentpaperweproposedanewsearchstrategyforaxionsordarkphotons.InDark
SpontaneousParametricDownConversion(dSPDC)[12]anAxionoradarkphotonisproduced
byanincominglaserinassociationwithasignalphoton.Thenewdarkstategoesundetected,
butitspresencecanbeheraldedbythemeasurementofthesignalphoton.Thefrequency,an-
gulardirection,andpolarizationofthesignalmayallowtodistinguishthedSPDCsignalfrom
backgrounds.ThedSPDSprocessisinspiredandsharesmanyfeatureswiththereguylarSPDC
processinwhichapumpphotondownconvertsintoasignalphotonandanaccompanying.

InthisworkwewillfurtherexplorethedSPDCprocessinopticalwaveguides.Indeed,waveg-
uidesaresomeofthebrightestsourcesofSPDCphotonpairsthankstotheconfinementofthe
opticalmodestoatightregionandalongthefulllengthoftheconversionregion.Asketchof
waveguidedSPDCanddSPDCisshownisFigure1.Apumplasertraversesawaveguideoflength
Landundergoesdown-conversion(ordecay)intoasignalphotonandanidler,whichisanother
photonforSPDCoradarkparticlefordSPDC.Thisprocessiskinematicallyforbiddeninvacuum,
asamasslessphotoncannotdecayintoanothermasslessparticleamassiveparticlewhileconserv-
ingenergyandmomentum.Howeverinanopticalmediumenergyandmomentumconservation
isrepresentedbyphasematchingconditionswhichcanbesatisfiedinwiththerightdispersion
relation.

Thispaperisstructredasfollows...

2

λlight ~ (α2 me)-1

ωlight ≲ α2me

ωatoms ~ α2me

La
se

r 

 δxatoms ~ aBohr ~ (α me)-1

Natoms ~ 1023 !!

 δxatoms ≪ λlight  →  atoms react collectively!



Optics
The hierarchy of scales, δxatoms ≪ λlight , has several implications: 

Collective (coherent) back reaction: 

• Amplitude for forward scattering off an atom may be small, O(α). 

• Amplitude for forward scattering off of the medium can be O(1). 

The effect of the medium can be described as mean field(s) in a derivative 
expansion:

Polarization and magnetization densities P⃗ and M⃗.



Optics
The hierarchy of scales, δxatoms ≪ λlight , has several implications: 

Collective (coherent) back reaction: 

• Amplitude for forward scattering off an atom may be small, O(α). 

• Amplitude for forward scattering off of the medium can be O(1). 

The effect of the medium can be described as mean field(s) in a derivative 
expansion:

Polarization and magnetization densities P⃗ and M⃗.

P =   Eχ
Interference in the 
forward direction       
→ index of refraction!
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Figure 1: A schematic sketch of the SPDC proscess (top) and the dark SPDC process (bottom).
The frequency of the signal photon in dSPDC will differ from the standard case due to the different
dispersion relations of the produced dark state as compared to the idler photon.

detection of, say, the signal photon one can infer the presence and properties of the idler [6]. The
process of SPDC can be described by an effective Hamiltonian (see e.g. [6, 7])

HSPDC =

Z

crystal
d
3
~x

⇣
�
(2)
jklEjEkEl

⌘
, (1)

where we have used an index notation for the electric field Ej ⌘ ~E to more easily represent the
contraction with the second order susceptibility tensor �

(2)
jkl in the nonlinear optics crystal. The

susceptibility tensor, and the indices of refraction for pump, signal and idler photons, np, ns and
ni determine the differential and total rates of di-photon production. The fully differential rate
includes correlations among the energy, momenta, and polarizations of the photon pairs. For
particle physicists who are accustomed to working in the vacuum, the conversion (or decay) of a
single pump photon into a photon pair would normally be deemed both kinematically inaccessible
and disallowed by charge conjugation. For these readers we stress that SPDC is kinematically
possible thanks to the nontrivial dispersion of photons and that charge conjugation is broken by
the presence of a crystal without an anti-crystal. In addition, a second order susceptibility �

(2) is
only present in crystal structures that violate parity.

In this work we propose to search for dark SPDC (dSPDC), in which the idler photon is replaced
by a new light state, such as an axion or dark photons.

Axions : The axion, or axion-like particle (we will use the two terms interchangeably), is a light
pseuodscalar field �a

1. Its interaction with photons are described by the Hamiltonian (for a review
see [?])

Haxion =

Z

crystal
d
3
~x

⇣
ga� �a

~E · ~B

⌘
(2)

where we have deliberately taken the spatial integral only over the volume of an optical crystal,
even though it also extends outside the crystal. The reason is that our dSPDC process will be
kinematically possible, phase matching will be attainable, only within a bi-refringent crystal in
which ns > np. It is interesting to note the similarity of the two Hamiltonians in Equations (1)
and (2). Both Hamiltonain are non-linear. Both interaction can couple a pump photon to a signal
photon and a third light field, either an idler or an axion. The presence of the B-field in the axion
hamiltonian simply means a particular relationship between the pump and signal polarization
(indeed, the magnetic field is absent from Equation (1) only by convention). We will show that
an axion can be searched for using dSPDC in a material that is bi-refringent, but purely optically
linear.

Dark Photons: The dark photon [?] is a new massive U(1) gauge boson which can be written
as a vector potential A

0
µ which leads to dark electric and magnetic fields ~E

0 and ~B
0. The dark

1Since creation and annihilation operators are about to make an appearance, we will be calling the axion field
�a instead of the traditional a.
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Figure 1: A schematic sketch of the SPDC proscess (top) and the dark SPDC process (bottom).
The frequency of the signal photon in dSPDC will differ from the standard case due to the different
dispersion relations of the produced dark state as compared to the idler photon.

detection of, say, the signal photon one can infer the presence and properties of the idler [6]. The
process of SPDC can be described by an effective Hamiltonian (see e.g. [6, 7])
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where we have used an index notation for the electric field Ej ⌘ ~E to more easily represent the
contraction with the second order susceptibility tensor �

(2)
jkl in the nonlinear optics crystal. The

susceptibility tensor, and the indices of refraction for pump, signal and idler photons, np, ns and
ni determine the differential and total rates of di-photon production. The fully differential rate
includes correlations among the energy, momenta, and polarizations of the photon pairs. For
particle physicists who are accustomed to working in the vacuum, the conversion (or decay) of a
single pump photon into a photon pair would normally be deemed both kinematically inaccessible
and disallowed by charge conjugation. For these readers we stress that SPDC is kinematically
possible thanks to the nontrivial dispersion of photons and that charge conjugation is broken by
the presence of a crystal without an anti-crystal. In addition, a second order susceptibility �

(2) is
only present in crystal structures that violate parity.

In this work we propose to search for dark SPDC (dSPDC), in which the idler photon is replaced
by a new light state, such as an axion or dark photons.

Axions : The axion, or axion-like particle (we will use the two terms interchangeably), is a light
pseuodscalar field �a

1. Its interaction with photons are described by the Hamiltonian (for a review
see [?])

Haxion =
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where we have deliberately taken the spatial integral only over the volume of an optical crystal,
even though it also extends outside the crystal. The reason is that our dSPDC process will be
kinematically possible, phase matching will be attainable, only within a bi-refringent crystal in
which ns > np. It is interesting to note the similarity of the two Hamiltonians in Equations (1)
and (2). Both Hamiltonain are non-linear. Both interaction can couple a pump photon to a signal
photon and a third light field, either an idler or an axion. The presence of the B-field in the axion
hamiltonian simply means a particular relationship between the pump and signal polarization
(indeed, the magnetic field is absent from Equation (1) only by convention). We will show that
an axion can be searched for using dSPDC in a material that is bi-refringent, but purely optically
linear.

Dark Photons: The dark photon [?] is a new massive U(1) gauge boson which can be written
as a vector potential A

0
µ which leads to dark electric and magnetic fields ~E

0 and ~B
0. The dark

1Since creation and annihilation operators are about to make an appearance, we will be calling the axion field
�a instead of the traditional a.
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Indices of Refraction
Index of refraction is a correction to dispersion relation 

n can depend on frequency, propagation direction, and polarization!  

For example: In the EFT of a birefringent medium, two polarizations of the photon 
are literally two different “flavors” of particles! 

Indeed, in (nonlinear) optics a photon can “decay” to photons!      (and what else?!)

k = n ω

Apologies, in this talk c=1

Analogy: in the SM EFT, e and μ are two degrees of freedom 
with different dispersion relations (different mass).                        

(Important in kinematics, μ → e+ν+νbar, etc)

(∇²− n² ∂t²)E = 0 →



Indices of Refraction
Index of refraction appears at the “renormaliable” level of the EFT. 

As in any EFT, we can include higher order terms, surpassed by the cutoff 
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2 Two More Introductions

The dSPDC process is a nonlinear optics effect which shares many features with a decay in particle
physics. The notion that a photon would decay, and more so to a massive particle, may seem foreign
to a particle physicist. An optics person may be unfamiliar with the notion of a dark particle, such
as an axion or dark photon. To set the stage we thus present two introductions of the relevant
concepts.

2.1 Optics and Nonlinear Optics through a Particle Physics Lens
Optics is the effective field theory (EFT) of light traveling in a medium. Optical light is in frequency
regime set by, say, an atomic or molecular excitation in a laser. In this regime, the wavelength of
light is around the micron scale and is much longer than the characteristic inter atomic distance
of an angstrom,

�light � aBohr . (1)

Parametrically, this hierarchy of length scales exists because typical atomic binding energies are set
by ↵

2
me, while the Bohr radius by ↵me. As a result, though the amplitude for forward scattering off

of a single atom is small, a coherent interaction with a multitude of atoms can have a large (order
one) effect. Rather than describing the interaction of light with atoms, the hierarchy of length
scales allows to write a macroscopic effective theory of light interacting with the spatially averaged
atomic quantities namely the polarization and magnetization densities (e.g. [13]). In addition to
the simplification of the description from microphysical to to macroscopic (and hence less) degrees
of freedom, this allows to use a multipole expansion of the charge and current densities, in which
polarization P and magnetization M are just the leading terms in a derivative expansion.

We focus here on the limit of non-absorptive media, where the frequency of light is lower than
the typical atomic energy levels in the crystal. The on-shell atomic degrees of freedom may be
integrated out in this effective theory and the medium effects manifest themselves in modified
dispersion relations

! =
|~k|

n
, (2)

where we set the speed of light to unity and n is the index of refraction. An index of refraction
that is different than 1 changes the relationship of energy and momentum for on-shell photons
and thus can change the kinematics of any process with photons in the initial or final state.
Indices of refraction can depend on frequency (as in dispersive media) and on polarization (as in
birefringence) and thus can be different for initial and final state photons in the same medium.
An analogy to flavor physics is in order. In an EFT of a birefringent medium, for example, two
photons of different polarizations can be thought of as completely different particles not unlike a
particle physicist thinks of the electron and the muon. They are orthogonal degrees of freedom
and have different dispersion relations. The different dispersion allows for the decay of one into
the other (in association with other fields) while conserving energy and momentum. In optics the
requirement for energy and momentum to be conserved, including the effects of refraction, are
known as phase matching conditions and will be discussed in the next section.

From the EFT perspective, to further borrow terms from the lexicon of particle physics, an
index of refraction appear at the renormalizable level of the EFT and hence are the dominant effect
in optics. The conversion, or decay, of a photon can proceed through a nonlinear interaction. This
appears beyond lowest order in powers of the inverse cutoff as higher dimensional operators to
the optical EFT. In nonlinear optics the anharmonic response of the material induces such higher
dimensional operators (see e.g. [14, 15]). For example, at dimension six we can write1

HSPDC =

Z
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⇣
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jklEjEkEl
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where we have used an index notation for the electric field Ej ⌘ ~E to more easily represent the
contraction with the second order susceptibility tensor �

(2)
jkl in the nonlinear optics crystal. We

note that Equation (3) violates both charge conjugation (Furry’s theorem in particle parlance) and
spatial parity. Charge conjugation is broken by virtue of the optical crystal being made of matter,

1We labeled this Hamiltonian as SPDC because that is how it is used in this work. This interaction, however
can lead to many other phenomena, such as sum and difference frequency generation, frequency doubling, etc.

3

and not anti-matter. Parity implies that the �
(2) interaction can be sizable only in crystals that

are not mirror symmetric. One can go further in the EFT expansion to dimension eight and write
the Hamiltonian for four-wave mixing

H4-wave =

Z
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⌘
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with �
(3) a tensor representing the third order susceptibility. As opposed to �

(2), four-wave mixing
is not forbidden by parity or charge conjugation.

The size of the higher order susceptibilities can be estimated by a naive dimensional analysis
argument. Given that the origin of the higher order terms are the background atoms in the crystal,
each of the Hamiltonian terms, equations (3) and (4) will be as important as that of the preceding
order when the electric field is of order the typical electric field in an atom Eatom ⇠ e/4⇡a

2
0, where

a0 = 1/↵me is the Bohr radius. Here it was assumed that the atoms are tightly packed, as in a
solid or a liquid. This leads to susceptibilities of order
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which is a reasonable order-of-magnitude estimate for many materials. It is interesting to compare
the size of these effective interactions to the corresponding effects in vacuum. Since QED preserves
parity and charge conjugation, there is no three-photon vertex in vacuum. However, integrating
out the electron in QED leads to the Euler-Heisenberg interaction, an effective four photon vertex
The coefficient of the E

4 the coefficient of which is 2↵
2
/45m

4
e, many orders of magnitude smaller

than equation (6).
SPDC, which is sketched in the colinear configuration at the top of Figure 1, is the decay process

mediated by the interaction in Equation (3). A pump photon converts to a final state of a signal and
an idler photon. It is made kinematically possible by the non-trivial indices of refraction, namely
when phase matching can be achieved. The susceptibility tensor, and the indices of refraction for
pump, signal and idler photons determine the differential and total rates of di-photon production.
The fully differential rate includes correlations among the energy, momenta, and polarizations of
the photon pairs.

2.2 Axions and Dark Photons through an Optics Lens
In this work we consider two extensions of the standard model that can be probed with the dSPDC
process, axion-like particles and dark photons. Both axions and dark photons are extensions of the
standard model with light particles that interact with photons and thus can take part in optical
phenomena. Since we will often be treating both these cases together, we will collectively call
the axion or dark photon a dark particle, represented by '. In discussions and equations that
apply just to the axions or just dark photons we will use �a for the axion field or A

0
µ for the dark

photon vector field (or primes in general for the dark electric or magnetic fields). For both cases '

interacts with matter extremely weakly and thus has an effective index of refraction of one in the
case in which the new particle is nearly massless (much lighter than the typical optical frequency).
Including the mass, the axion or dark photon dispersion relation is that of a regular free relativistic
massive particle

!
2
' = k

2
' + m

2
' . (7)

The two models, however differ in the way in which the dark particle interacts with photons, one
being a linear extension of optics and the other nonlinear. We discuss the two models in turn:

The axion - a nonlinear extension of optics: The axion, or axion-like particle (we will use
the two terms interchangeably), is a light pseuodscalar field �a

2. Its interaction with photons are
described by the Hamiltonian (for a review see [16])

Haxion =

Z

crystal
d
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⇣
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. (8)

2Since creation and annihilation operators are about to make an appearance, we will be calling the axion field
�a instead of the traditional a.
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2 Two More Introductions

The dSPDC process is a nonlinear optics effect which shares many features with a decay in particle
physics. The notion that a photon would decay, and more so to a massive particle, may seem foreign
to a particle physicist. An optics person may be unfamiliar with the notion of a dark particle, such
as an axion or dark photon. To set the stage we thus present two introductions of the relevant
concepts.

2.1 Optics and Nonlinear Optics through a Particle Physics Lens
Optics is the effective field theory (EFT) of light traveling in a medium. Optical light is in frequency
regime set by, say, an atomic or molecular excitation in a laser. In this regime, the wavelength of
light is around the micron scale and is much longer than the characteristic inter atomic distance
of an angstrom,

�light � aBohr . (1)

Parametrically, this hierarchy of length scales exists because typical atomic binding energies are set
by ↵

2
me, while the Bohr radius by ↵me. As a result, though the amplitude for forward scattering off

of a single atom is small, a coherent interaction with a multitude of atoms can have a large (order
one) effect. Rather than describing the interaction of light with atoms, the hierarchy of length
scales allows to write a macroscopic effective theory of light interacting with the spatially averaged
atomic quantities namely the polarization and magnetization densities (e.g. [13]). In addition to
the simplification of the description from microphysical to to macroscopic (and hence less) degrees
of freedom, this allows to use a multipole expansion of the charge and current densities, in which
polarization P and magnetization M are just the leading terms in a derivative expansion.

We focus here on the limit of non-absorptive media, where the frequency of light is lower than
the typical atomic energy levels in the crystal. The on-shell atomic degrees of freedom may be
integrated out in this effective theory and the medium effects manifest themselves in modified
dispersion relations
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where we set the speed of light to unity and n is the index of refraction. An index of refraction
that is different than 1 changes the relationship of energy and momentum for on-shell photons
and thus can change the kinematics of any process with photons in the initial or final state.
Indices of refraction can depend on frequency (as in dispersive media) and on polarization (as in
birefringence) and thus can be different for initial and final state photons in the same medium.
An analogy to flavor physics is in order. In an EFT of a birefringent medium, for example, two
photons of different polarizations can be thought of as completely different particles not unlike a
particle physicist thinks of the electron and the muon. They are orthogonal degrees of freedom
and have different dispersion relations. The different dispersion allows for the decay of one into
the other (in association with other fields) while conserving energy and momentum. In optics the
requirement for energy and momentum to be conserved, including the effects of refraction, are
known as phase matching conditions and will be discussed in the next section.

From the EFT perspective, to further borrow terms from the lexicon of particle physics, an
index of refraction appear at the renormalizable level of the EFT and hence are the dominant effect
in optics. The conversion, or decay, of a photon can proceed through a nonlinear interaction. This
appears beyond lowest order in powers of the inverse cutoff as higher dimensional operators to
the optical EFT. In nonlinear optics the anharmonic response of the material induces such higher
dimensional operators (see e.g. [14, 15]). For example, at dimension six we can write1
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where we have used an index notation for the electric field Ej ⌘ ~E to more easily represent the
contraction with the second order susceptibility tensor �

(2)
jkl in the nonlinear optics crystal. We

note that Equation (3) violates both charge conjugation (Furry’s theorem in particle parlance) and
spatial parity. Charge conjugation is broken by virtue of the optical crystal being made of matter,

1We labeled this Hamiltonian as SPDC because that is how it is used in this work. This interaction, however
can lead to many other phenomena, such as sum and difference frequency generation, frequency doubling, etc.
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and not anti-matter. Parity implies that the �
(2) interaction can be sizable only in crystals that

are not mirror symmetric. One can go further in the EFT expansion to dimension eight and write
the Hamiltonian for four-wave mixing

H4-wave =
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with �
(3) a tensor representing the third order susceptibility. As opposed to �

(2), four-wave mixing
is not forbidden by parity or charge conjugation.

The size of the higher order susceptibilities can be estimated by a naive dimensional analysis
argument. Given that the origin of the higher order terms are the background atoms in the crystal,
each of the Hamiltonian terms, equations (3) and (4) will be as important as that of the preceding
order when the electric field is of order the typical electric field in an atom Eatom ⇠ e/4⇡a
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0, where

a0 = 1/↵me is the Bohr radius. Here it was assumed that the atoms are tightly packed, as in a
solid or a liquid. This leads to susceptibilities of order
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which is a reasonable order-of-magnitude estimate for many materials. It is interesting to compare
the size of these effective interactions to the corresponding effects in vacuum. Since QED preserves
parity and charge conjugation, there is no three-photon vertex in vacuum. However, integrating
out the electron in QED leads to the Euler-Heisenberg interaction, an effective four photon vertex
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e, many orders of magnitude smaller

than equation (6).
SPDC, which is sketched in the colinear configuration at the top of Figure 1, is the decay process

mediated by the interaction in Equation (3). A pump photon converts to a final state of a signal and
an idler photon. It is made kinematically possible by the non-trivial indices of refraction, namely
when phase matching can be achieved. The susceptibility tensor, and the indices of refraction for
pump, signal and idler photons determine the differential and total rates of di-photon production.
The fully differential rate includes correlations among the energy, momenta, and polarizations of
the photon pairs.

2.2 Axions and Dark Photons through an Optics Lens
In this work we consider two extensions of the standard model that can be probed with the dSPDC
process, axion-like particles and dark photons. Both axions and dark photons are extensions of the
standard model with light particles that interact with photons and thus can take part in optical
phenomena. Since we will often be treating both these cases together, we will collectively call
the axion or dark photon a dark particle, represented by '. In discussions and equations that
apply just to the axions or just dark photons we will use �a for the axion field or A

0
µ for the dark

photon vector field (or primes in general for the dark electric or magnetic fields). For both cases '

interacts with matter extremely weakly and thus has an effective index of refraction of one in the
case in which the new particle is nearly massless (much lighter than the typical optical frequency).
Including the mass, the axion or dark photon dispersion relation is that of a regular free relativistic
massive particle
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The two models, however differ in the way in which the dark particle interacts with photons, one
being a linear extension of optics and the other nonlinear. We discuss the two models in turn:

The axion - a nonlinear extension of optics: The axion, or axion-like particle (we will use
the two terms interchangeably), is a light pseuodscalar field �a

2. Its interaction with photons are
described by the Hamiltonian (for a review see [16])
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2Since creation and annihilation operators are about to make an appearance, we will be calling the axion field
�a instead of the traditional a.
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is not forbidden by parity or charge conjugation.

The size of the higher order susceptibilities can be estimated by a naive dimensional analysis
argument. Given that the origin of the higher order terms are the background atoms in the crystal,
each of the Hamiltonian terms, equations (3) and (4) will be as important as that of the preceding
order when the electric field is of order the typical electric field in an atom Eatom ⇠ e/4⇡a
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which is a reasonable order-of-magnitude estimate for many materials. It is interesting to compare
the size of these effective interactions to the corresponding effects in vacuum. Since QED preserves
parity and charge conjugation, there is no three-photon vertex in vacuum. However, integrating
out the electron in QED leads to the Euler-Heisenberg interaction, an effective four photon vertex
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mediated by the interaction in Equation (3). A pump photon converts to a final state of a signal and
an idler photon. It is made kinematically possible by the non-trivial indices of refraction, namely
when phase matching can be achieved. The susceptibility tensor, and the indices of refraction for
pump, signal and idler photons determine the differential and total rates of di-photon production.
The fully differential rate includes correlations among the energy, momenta, and polarizations of
the photon pairs.

2.2 Axions and Dark Photons through an Optics Lens
In this work we consider two extensions of the standard model that can be probed with the dSPDC
process, axion-like particles and dark photons. Both axions and dark photons are extensions of the
standard model with light particles that interact with photons and thus can take part in optical
phenomena. Since we will often be treating both these cases together, we will collectively call
the axion or dark photon a dark particle, represented by '. In discussions and equations that
apply just to the axions or just dark photons we will use �a for the axion field or A
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µ for the dark

photon vector field (or primes in general for the dark electric or magnetic fields). For both cases '

interacts with matter extremely weakly and thus has an effective index of refraction of one in the
case in which the new particle is nearly massless (much lighter than the typical optical frequency).
Including the mass, the axion or dark photon dispersion relation is that of a regular free relativistic
massive particle
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The two models, however differ in the way in which the dark particle interacts with photons, one
being a linear extension of optics and the other nonlinear. We discuss the two models in turn:

The axion - a nonlinear extension of optics: The axion, or axion-like particle (we will use
the two terms interchangeably), is a light pseuodscalar field �a
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argument. Given that the origin of the higher order terms are the background atoms in the crystal,
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a0 = 1/↵me is the Bohr radius. Here it was assumed that the atoms are tightly packed, as in a
solid or a liquid. This leads to susceptibilities of order
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which is a reasonable order-of-magnitude estimate for many materials. It is interesting to compare
the size of these effective interactions to the corresponding effects in vacuum. Since QED preserves
parity and charge conjugation, there is no three-photon vertex in vacuum. However, integrating
out the electron in QED leads to the Euler-Heisenberg interaction, an effective four photon vertex
The coefficient of the E
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4
e, many orders of magnitude smaller

than equation (6).
SPDC, which is sketched in the colinear configuration at the top of Figure 1, is the decay process

mediated by the interaction in Equation (3). A pump photon converts to a final state of a signal and
an idler photon. It is made kinematically possible by the non-trivial indices of refraction, namely
when phase matching can be achieved. The susceptibility tensor, and the indices of refraction for
pump, signal and idler photons determine the differential and total rates of di-photon production.
The fully differential rate includes correlations among the energy, momenta, and polarizations of
the photon pairs.

2.2 Axions and Dark Photons through an Optics Lens
In this work we consider two extensions of the standard model that can be probed with the dSPDC
process, axion-like particles and dark photons. Both axions and dark photons are extensions of the
standard model with light particles that interact with photons and thus can take part in optical
phenomena. Since we will often be treating both these cases together, we will collectively call
the axion or dark photon a dark particle, represented by '. In discussions and equations that
apply just to the axions or just dark photons we will use �a for the axion field or A

0
µ for the dark

photon vector field (or primes in general for the dark electric or magnetic fields). For both cases '

interacts with matter extremely weakly and thus has an effective index of refraction of one in the
case in which the new particle is nearly massless (much lighter than the typical optical frequency).
Including the mass, the axion or dark photon dispersion relation is that of a regular free relativistic
massive particle
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The two models, however differ in the way in which the dark particle interacts with photons, one
being a linear extension of optics and the other nonlinear. We discuss the two models in turn:

The axion - a nonlinear extension of optics: The axion, or axion-like particle (we will use
the two terms interchangeably), is a light pseuodscalar field �a

2. Its interaction with photons are
described by the Hamiltonian (for a review see [16])
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2Since creation and annihilation operators are about to make an appearance, we will be calling the axion field
�a instead of the traditional a.
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and not anti-matter. Parity implies that the �
(2) interaction can be sizable only in crystals that

are not mirror symmetric. One can go further in the EFT expansion to dimension eight and write
the Hamiltonian for four-wave mixing
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with �
(3) a tensor representing the third order susceptibility. As opposed to �

(2), four-wave mixing
is not forbidden by parity or charge conjugation.
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Estimate χ’s in naive dimensional analysis:

When the field is set to that in an atom, we set (Dim-4 ~ Dim-6 ~ Dim-8):

(by comparison, in vacuum               ) 
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